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PADUCAH DAILY 
-REGISTER
PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, JANUARY 11,1906.
FOUND IN LEAVES
Ma:: Uncovers a Mystery In
Cumberland County.
F:NDING OP SKELETON -
OF UNKNOWN DEAD MAN.
Jitaj Breathitt, Hopldnaville's Oldest
Living Citizen, Celebrates His
Eighty-Third Birthday.
NEGRO MINERS TO
SUPERSEDE STRIKERS.
Glasgow, Ky., Jan. to.-a-While re-
moving a lot of rich dirt which he
wanted for his garden, George Brown
• niho lives at Kettle, in Cumberland
county, raked from under the trash
and leaves the skeleton of a man. An
inquiest was held, but nothing was
'learned that would in any way throw
• light on the identity of the bones.
From all appearance the man had
\ 4111 been dead more rhan a year. The
bones svet`e entirely bare of flesh, but
enough of the clothing remained to
, iahow conclusivey that the skeleton
was .that of a man, though they were
so badly decayed that nothing definite
ly could be learned Of their quality.
Everything paints to the fact that
the man was killed and the body con-
cealed.
Sonle bdieve that the skeleton is
tlat of Sam Derry, who left home one
morning six 'years ago, telling 'his fam
ily he was going to a moonshine still
not far away in the wood!. This was
the last evereseen or 'heard of Derry,
and it has always been believed, that
he was murdered and his body con-
cealed. On the night before Derry's
'knew of the murder of Derry.
d.sappearance the was seen in the coin
• 
appeared suddenly four years ago.
suspectednow serving a term in the peniten-
tiary for killing a boy a few months
pany of the man who has 'since been
togro feudist and desperado, who for
years was a terror or the people of
afterward beeause it is said the boy
that part of the county, but who dis-
is the remains of Cophas Coe, a noted
• 'Another theory is that the skeleton
•'Charged With Forging _Checks.
Hartford, Ky., Jan. to—Guy
Fanght, son of Wash Faught, a well
known farmer and stock dealer of
Cromwell, was arrested and brought
to Hartford and placed in jail charged
with uttering two forged checks. One
ivas for $125 on the First National
I 4 benk of Hartford, in favor of J. W.
Fleenre, and signed by W. D. Hook-
er. The Other ptrporied to be sign-
ed by T. W. Wallace, in favor of Ed
Dorsch. for $75. It was drawn on
the Bearer Dam Depos* bank, but
was deposited for payment at the Pen
pie's bank at that place. Faught is a
young man, and acknowledges his
crime, but says he does not know
whiat be did with the money.
•
Celebrates Welty-First Birthday.
'Hopkinsville, Ky., Jan. to.—Maj.
John W. 'Breathitt, the present post-
master and the oldest living citizen
who was born within the limits of
tiopkinsville, celebrated his eighty-
first birthday yesterday.
Major Breathitt was born in what
is known as the Hopson place, one
ef the landmarks of this city, on Jan-
uary o. 1825. His father was James
Breathitt, for many years common-
wea'th's attorney of this judicial dis-
trict, and who was a brother of for-
mer Governor of kenteickY John
Breathitt, who died while still in of-
lice. I
Negroes to Take Strikers' Places.
Sturgis, Ky • Jan. in —The Wtst
Kentucky Coal company began yestny
day to import negro mine workers
from Hopkinn county to take the
'places of striking union mine work-
ers, and the bringing of this class of
labor here, which is an innonation,
- never;attempted before by otheropetn
atorn is creating somewhat of a sen-
ittion, especially during the present
crisis of labor troubles. \
The iilaht has been operating under
many drawbacks since the beginning
of the strike, but •Superintendent
Charles Beecher seems confident that
he will have nufficient non-uniop labor
noon to prOche. the capacity 'output
of the-Shaft. •
Arik
Buried at Danvillit.
Danyille, Ky., Jan. to.—The body
of Brig Gen. West Jacobs, .which
was removed froth Los lintos,. Cal.,
to his native state, arrived in this city
yesterday afternoon and was interred
-^
in the fimily lot' tri Bellevue ceme-
tery.
Gen. Jacobs died last October,
shortly after being retired from active
service. He was a native of Dan-
ville.-
SLIGHT RAINFALL.
This morning about t o'clock a
drizzling rain was falling in misty
form, and it looked so if same would
:t tima al: a.. it -a-an'Alaai••
much 'longer. The prediction for to-
day is that there will be rain or snow.
The elements were not very chilly
this morning, but overhanging clouds
of darkness were prevailing at 3
o'clock.
PRIVATE SEANCE
GATHERING OF THE MEMBERS
WITH ALDERMAN MIDLER
LAST NIGHT.
One Report Is That *Police Depart-
ment Will Be Cut Down 'Phis
Year by Boards.
Last evening the most of the repub-
lican a comprising the city. legislative
boards, held a secret meeting at the
establishment of Alderman W. T.
Miller, on Broaditay between Fifth
and Sixth streets, for the purpose of
talking over things in general regard-
ing public matters before them. They
would not say on adjourning the in-
rtnel gathenisit what they laid
stress upon, but, only that they talk-
ed over first one thing Ind then an-
other as regards what they think best
for the city.
This evenina• ahe, joint finance com-
mittee of the two boards will meet
for the purpose of deciding what mon
ey shall be allowed each municipal de-
partment for this year, and it is more
than probable that the officials last
evening talked over what should be
apportioned to each department. I
is rumored that in the allowances
made for the police`department will
te cut down, as compared with last
year, and this be followed with an
ordinance reducing the number of the
patrolmen employed by the city. On
being asked this question one of *the
irembc-rs said this was not done, but
he did not speak any too favorably
regarding the . police department.
Some have said it would be cut down
and about eight men taken off, while
ota,ers say there will not.
-Those at the meeting soid they dis-
cussed reforms and other questions
looking towards betterment of prevail
ing conditions, as .they want to do
everything possible for advancement
of the public's interest in a manner
better than looked after heretofore.
MEDICAL SOCIETY
ONLY TALKED OVER MATTER
OF cm LICENSES BEING
RAISED
•
On Account of Other Matters Phy-
sicians Did Not Get to "Block
List" Question
Last evening at the meeting of the
McCracken County Medical society
with Dr. B. B. Griffith, in the True-
heart building on Broadway near
Sixth street, Dr. C. R. Brothers pre-
sented a most instructive paper upon
"Ethics" which was interesting to
the doctors. Dr. Griffith made a re-
port of several case, of hysteria that
have come under his observation.
During the evening the physicians
talked informally over the action of
the municipal legislative authorities in
raising to $t5 per year the- license
doctors and dentists will have to pay
to do business in the city. Hereto-
fore it has been only $to, and there
was rumored itit the profassional
then would fight*, the raise, but the
body decided to do nothing. That is
they took no action, which moans that
they will let the matter go and pay
Vile $15„
The doctors had intended again tak-
ing up the question of establishing a
"black list" whereon will be put the
names of people who try to beat theia
physieian's bills. By the time the
discussion of the papers and oases re-
ported was finisfhed the physicians
found it a late hour and put off uptil
the next meeting • the pronosition
whiph carries with it some renolutions
iitging the ors not to cut the
price of fees. barged for attending
the sick, but iiaintain the standard
schedule.
The *witty olds its next meeting
with Dr. J. T.j Reddick in the Colum
bia building nt4 Broadway..
LEAP TO DEATH
Several Lives Lost in Min-
neapolis Hotel Fire.
„-
THRILLING RESCUES
BY BRAVE FIREMEN.
Captain Loses His Life by a Terrified
Woman Leaping From His Arms
on a Scaeing Ladder.
NINE KNOWN, DEAD
AND FEARS OF MORE:
Minneapolis, Minn., Jan. to.—Nine
known dead, and possibly more im-
prisoned in their rooms, is the result
of a fire early today in the West
Hotel.. The blaze broke out in ;he
upper 'stories of the building, and
electric bells immediately sounded the
alarm in all the rooms. Mlany guelits
escaped down the stairways, but these
exits were soon cut off by flames,
and tire halls filled with smoke.
The Dead. ,
'The dead are: Capt. John BerWin,
!look and Ladder company No. 1, fell
front upper floor; Thomas Somer.
4le, Springfield, Ill., suffocated in
room on Sixth floor; Alice Martin,
*ream. jumped from, seventh floor;
W. S. Nicholls, of Nicholls Se Taylor,
chamber of commerce, suffocated;
Two unknown men who jumped from
the opper floor and three others.
Capt. "elfin flierwin, of the fi'rede-
partmer'. fell while trying to lowqr a
wraaan to safety from the fifth floor
and was killed. The woman was
caught by another tiretnan. An un-
known man jumped for the roof of an
adjoining building from the top floor,
but missed and was killed, while a
large middle-aged woman jumped
rom the fourth floor •ind met instant
death.
Nes. C. H. Wood and 'her daughter,
proprietors oLthe West Hotel, were
bath rescued, the latter being carried
down a ladder to safety.
A Thrilling Rescue,
One of the most thrilling rescues
was that of F. A. Chamberlain, of the
Security hank and members of 'his
family, who were not awakened in
time to make their 'escape by the
usual exits. For anany anxious min-
utes, they remained ot their window
in the top most story at the Fifth-
street and Hennepin-avenue corner:
Nfr. Chambeelain gathered bedding
and sheets and made a rope of therti
and at the same time the extension
ladders were being placed, 'ntes posi-
tion, but found' •too short. The
Prompier kidders were rushed to the
scene, and a fireman, with a rope
about him firmly placed and scaled
the leper to the cheers of thousands
of excited spectators. Arsiving, at
the window he tooif one . after the
otheralawered them safely to the en-
tepsion ladder two stories beneath
hy means of the rope; whe- they
were brought to safety.
The rescue was accomplished amid
death-like silence. When the last per-
son had been lowerei anal the fireman
followed the cheering broke loose. ,It
was One of the most thrilling scenes
at a fire ever witnessed in this city.
Fireman Falls Seven Stories to Death.
Capt. John Berwin was carrying a
woman diravn a scaling ladder ,when
the' terrified woman tried •to jump to
a window. ledge. Capt. Berwin there-
upon lost his balance, falling seven
stories to his death.
JOINT MEASURES -
FOR THEIR DEFENSE.
Holland and Belgium to Prepare for
Any 'trouble That May Come.
The Hague, Jan. to.—It is assert-
ed in high official circles that Holland
and •Itelgiuni will take joint measures
for their defense s'hould the Algeciras
conference as to Moroccb precipitate
serithaa trouble. The statesmen ,,of
both coontries are determined to keep
the territory of each free from invas-
ion, lenttthey become Involved in a
struggle -that might destroy their in-
dependence.
King-Leopold is emphatically em-
phatic in urging the protection, of
Durvi•-itelgian neutrality. His 'majea
ty waa long foreseen the threat of
European 'complications growing out
the clash of powerful interests,
with Germany on the one hand and
the great colonist nations, France
and England, on the other. For this
rcason he has worked hard in recent
years to improve the *land and eee
forth of Belgium and to bring the
army up to the full strength, of too,-
000 men. •
The
week.
A
THE LAWMAKERS
Bills to Suit All Introduced
in Legislature.
Daily Register, only xoc, a
THOSE INTRODUCED a
TUESDAY WERe MANY,
Senator Bennett Seeks to Prohibit
Betting at Race Tracks, and Pro-
vides Heavy Penalty.
THE STATE FAIR
IS IN MUCH DISFAVOR.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan..io.—There was
certainly something doing in the
House yesterday in the matter of in-
troducing bills. Nearly every mem-
ber had some pot measure to place on
record, and altogether 143 bills were
placed on record and assigned to the
various committees. How many of
these tilts will ever see the light of
day is another question i There were
bills of all kinds—insurance bills,
jodiciaty bills, bills carrying appro-
priatiaths 'and tills to make the rail-
roads behave thethaelves; bills to pa-0-
naite the sheep incaustry, bills galore
to create a new judicial district, bills
dealing with the drainage of :lands.
In fact, if there was any kind of a
bill which was. not introduced, is
something new under the sun.
It ais,probable that a bill soon will
,be introrRiced by Senator Newman, of
Wlon'2Ined, providing for an appro-
priation of $15.000, deaired by the
&Mien-I-twat department for various
pat-poses One of the objects of the
appropriation is to-sectire a bureau of
forestry.
Bill to Prohibit Betting.
Senator Bennett one of the inen
who believes that gambling on hoise
race should be abolished, and to
that end he has offered a bill which
he believes, if passed, would do away
with the evil. 'His measure seeks to
prevent. all wagers on contests of
speed 'between man or beast in the
state, and makes pool-selling of any
description subject to a tine of not
less tlitat atoo nor more than $500
for caw offense, each bet or wager
constituting a separate offense.
The- bill is a. followa:
"Be it enacted- a) the general, as-
sembly of the commonwealth of Ken-
tucky: Section 1.—That no person or
persons shall, directly or indirectly,
record or register or aid or assist
in recording or registering by
mechanical device or any other
means, any bet or bets, wager or
wagers, or sell, give, loan or trade
auction pools, combination pools or
French pools, or engage, aid or as-
sist in any bookmaking or any form
of betting 'by or through any mechan-
ical device, book, instrument or con-
trivance, or by any means whatsoever
on the result of any trial or contest
of speedof man or beast in thisat
Section 2 prohibits anyone' from
making a bet. Any person violating
any provision of this act is subject
to a fine of not less than $too and
not more than 11500 for each offense.
and eaeh bet shall be declared an
offense. All acts in conflict with
this. act are repealed."
Opposes a Rule.'
NW Drewry made a strong fight
against the section of the rules 'adopt-
ed by the House providing that the
committee on rules should, during the'
last ten days of the session, take
from the committees any bill's which
need immediate attention and place
them on passage. Mr. Deter) de-
clared that the rule was a usurpation
of the rights of the individual mem-
bers of the Rouse, but he was voted
down after considerable argument,
cid.le on that date to order the' 'ballot-
boxes involved in the contests
brought here for their inspection. ,
After the State Fair..
There appears to he a disposition
in both FlEsise and senate to go after
the state fair. On Monday a hill was
introduced in the Upper House seek-
ing to repeal the act which brought
it into being, ,and yesterday a similar
aa's ta '
OthV r i.ih111 cue: tine
telephone companies tin connect their
wires with rival companies; extend-
ing the sep-arate coach law to street
cars and interurban roads; requiring
all pfoprietary medicines to print the
formula on the package or bottle, and
an act requiring railroad companies
to erect stations every, four miles.
ACCOUNT • HEALTH
MR. L. W. COSBY GOES TO
FLORIDA TO LOCATE
. SOON.
• - Revenue and Taxation.
The revenue and taxatiial bill,
which was reported in'the House yes-
terday, will' probably command as
much attention as any measure to
come 'before the House legislature
during the session, and will, doulrless
be the occasion for some warm die-
tussion. The bill,. or more properly
speaking. the report, was prepared by
a committee of the senate appointed
lam session by Lieut. Gov.eThbrne,
Senator Cammack, of Owenton, was
chairenan of this committee, and he
and his fellow-members devote much,
time to its preparation.
Itis'expected that when the joint
session of the - contest committees
haaingainaeharge the Louisville cases
is held in the Honse•chambei Thurs-
day night, there skill be a tremendous
crowd to hear the arguments of the
attortieys. These contests have at-
tracted great interest and nearly all
cif the membets will: be present. It
is likely that the cortonitiaes will ate-
,
'
'
Mr. Edson Hart Yesterday Able to
Be Down in the City Again—
Other. Ailing People
Mr. L. W. Cosby, brother-in-law
of Deputy United States Marshal GeO.
Saunders, is preparing to leave his
home near Mayfield and locate in
Florida on account of his health. He
will get away about next week. He
was to have ben chief deputy under
Sheriff Brand, of Mayfield, but hia
condition necessitates a refusal of the
place so he can go South.
Down in the City.
Mr. Edson Hart was yesterday
able to be down in the city, after a
ten days' ebnfinement at his home on
Jefferson street, as the result of his
face being seriously burned by the
explosion of a gasoline stove at the
hardware establishment on Broadway.
Glass Taken From Hand.
. One year ago Mrs. Albert Winfrey,
' 
wife of the I. C. switchman, while
washing a window, got a long sliver
of glass stuck) into her hand, but she
did not know it at the time. It
pained her so that Dr. David Stuart
cut open the hand and found therein,
the imbedded glass that was removed
a day or two ago.
Able to Bit Up.
Many friends of Mr. Pat Atkinson
will be pleased to learn that he was
able to sit up a while in his room
yesterday at the New Richmond 'ho-
tel. For several days last week the
docinn thought 'he would die, he be-
ing i- with pneumonia.
Caldwell Up
Bud Caldwell, the negro shot
through and through just before
Christmas by his wife, Nannie Cald•
well is able to sit up at his home
on North Ninth street. He will get
well.
TYPOTHETAE
EXPECTS TO WIN
Issues Statement That More Printers
Than Ever Are At Work
for Them.
New York.- January to.---;The Neff,
York Typothetae, whith organization
is contending for the open shop
against printers' union. issued the fol-
lowing statement today:
' "FollowiniF the declaration to fight
to a fthish made by last night's coun-
cil, of war, the typothetae of City of
New York began today the second
week of the strike with the largest
force of printers that they have nad
since the strike began
"Tha statemeis , is alithorizea that
th, defleetions from, the, ranks of the,
past week, with one exception, have
not weakened in any ,way the fighting
strength of the organization. The
typoeffetae this morning. was advised
t at the Connecticut typothetae,
s aking for, the various typothetac
1 men and any finacial support that
rl'ay be needed. Similar offers of as-
s stance came • today from many
aces in the West, especially from
' •hicago.
"Members of the typothetde ex
pect to have nearly their normal com-
posiag-room for& by the lend of the
:veeicf. ,
"Mr. Wrn. Green, president of the
typothetae, stated this morning that
he was morethan encouraged over
the outlook, and that he was con-
fident of the abilitai of the organisa-
tion to stand together henceforth in
ureinaisntiin;.7..the anion's demands and
•1
 
- The Porto Rican congress has bee
coaivined at SO- 'bran for a sixty
days' session,.
VOL 221 NO. 216
WITH NEW HOUSE
Joe Rothchilds Goes With
Webb-Phillips Co.
.a.2.771R7.77:
TO LEAVE PADUCAH
Mr. Joseph Farigo Here From New
York on Business—Several Large
Deals Here,
NEW ICE FACTORY
IS PROMISED CITY
Is
i=e71.
ta,
Mr. Joseph Rothschild. the widely
known traveling salesman for the
Strater Tobacco company of Louis-
ville, has resigned his position with
that mammoth concern and, goes on
the road, for the ayebb-Pitillips Corn-
missio company: of this city. He •
leaves tomorrow night for the -South
on his initial tour for the new con-
cern that is ae one recently organ-
ized here by Messrs. Weis., George
Phillips and others for ourpose of
taking over the husineas of the
George C. Wallace Gommission com-
pany, that handled hosiery and such
other goods, and fabrics.
Mr. Rothschild traveled ten years
through this section for the tobacco
company, and is a thorough traveling
representative, knowing the htisiness
from top to bottom, lie will make
a fine man for the new concern that
ia quite fortunate in procuring his
able services. •
Goes West to Locate.
Yesterady morning there was
closed a deal whereby Mr. R. E. Ash-
brook s•olal his insurance business to
the Abram L. Weil •& Co. agency,
that took charge immediately. In
disposing of his interests Mr. Ash.
brook does so in preparing to kave
for the West to locate. ' For some
months he will be in Nevada look-
ing after the interests of the Padu-
cah-Flullfrog Mining company, in
hich he and other Noma 'I are
interested, but he will m _ his
home ultimately in Los Angeles, Cal.,
from whence he returned the first of
this year, after a six Week.; abraince,
with his 'wife who is still the •n
1account of her health.
. •-.
By purchasing the .kshbro
agency Mir. Weil adds the followin
company to his list of old and well
"established corporations of much
wealth: Home Fire -Insurance com-
pany; Hanover, of New Yoei;
Phoenix, Brooklyn; New York Un-
derwriters' Agency; Norttlern, of-
London; National, of Hartford; FiPe-
men's Fund; California, and the Cir.
inan-Amerigan, of New York.
This makes a total of twenty-three
companies for the Wiel agency, and
ny makes it the largest in the
state of ,Kentucky. The companies
already represented by that. firm be-
fore the deal was made were: North
American, Philadelphia; North Brit-
ish, England; Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia; Fire Association, Philadelphia;
Taorwich Union, England; Westches-
fer, New York; Philadelphia' Under-
writers; Pallatine, .England; Georgia
Home, Columbus, Ga.; American
Central, St. Louis; Citizens', St.
Louis; Home, Fire & Marine, San
Francisco; Niagara New York, and
the Union Assurance, of London. •
Mr. Ashbrook yesterday laid it
woud'dI take him thirty or sixty days
to- wi d up his business and leave.
He tks 'his family along, and will
probably be accompanied by his
'brother, lit" Richard Ashurook, who
until aoist of this month was dep-
uty irOf le county cleric's office.
0' inv acquisition of this. new agency
Va. eil is placed in control of the
Si ',ingest line of companies the world
over and commands 'now' about, one
third of the fire insurance business
of this city. Mr. Wallace Weil, the
owner of the agency, is one of. the
beat young insurance men of the 'state
and doe! a.„ mammoth business gradu-
ally Minding tip tinder his wise and
progreaaive management. '
New Ice Factory. -
There is undergoing organization
here now a new ice factory that will
probably close a deal they have on
for the old Allard flour mill at First
and Washington streets.' and, which
building' is now occupied by a peanut'
company. Mr. George A. Moreia, the
big ice man of St. Louis, is here, and
at the head of the project, together
with his brOther. They have plants
at St. Louis, Richnnond, Ky.. Green-
ville, South Cafolina, and other
points, and 'their intention IS to or-
ganize 'one here, with capitalization'
at $too,000. The local people inter-
ested with him are William. C. Gray,
(Continued on Page Four.)
•
NEW MARKET
MAYOR YEISER STRONGLY
URGES THIS FOR
PADUCAH.
Thinks Tenth and Broadway Is
Most Central Location If One
Is Erected.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday said he
strongly recommended that a pu:b.
market be built out in the residence
portion of the city by the .legislative
authorities, as it was absolutely
necessary, and would be a great sav-
ing of time and trouble to the public
at large. In speaking along this
line he cited where the present mar-
ket on Second street was not large
enough ft all the butchers, husk-
sters and marketers, as there are
dozens wanting benches and -stalls,
but there are none for them, on ac-
count of the entire number being used
by the present occupants. And then
another thing, so thinks the mayor
and others, the present market is
so far down in the city that people
have to come miles to buy their
goods. The market was put there
long before the war when anyone
could walk from one end of town to
the other in fifteen minutes, and the
building was then centrally located.
Now the municipality %'as grown un-
til miles long, and nearly as wide,
and for half a mile each way sur-
rounding the market, there is nothing
but business houses, while for miles
outside the 'commercial district ex-
ists the residences. The home are the
patrons of markets and in advocating
establishment of one ont in the
residence district Mayor Yeiser said
a fine location would he a strip of
ground where the tobacco warehouses
stood at Tenth and Broadway be-
fore the fire of last Augnst destroyed
them. Alderman Samuel Holabard is
agent for the property that is owned
by Mrs. T. H. Puryear, and the
mayor thinks it would be a good idea
for the owner to donate a strip wide
enough for a market through the
block, and then let the city pato
the street, put down concrete side-
walks, etc., and thoroughly improve
the place so business houses could
go lip on each side of the market.
M4'. Hubbard is willing to sell: she
city enough ground for a market, but
will not donate any. This is the most
centrally 'located place in the city
and the mayor strongly favors it.
If nothing can be done there he
says that South Tenth street, ending
at Jackson, is about 15o feet in width,
and there is plenty of room in the
.center for a market. If one is put
there, he thihks it should be a *malt
one, fin-- benefit of that end of town.
and then another put up over an the
North Side for convenience of the
residents ui that tit inily.
The mayor sees the great demand
for a market oet in the resident part
and is pushing things in Oh re-
gard,
NOTHING HEARD
HODGE AND JOHNSON CASK LI
STILL UP AT CLINTON
COURT •
Judge Need Able to Come Down Into
'City Yesterday—I. C. Settled
if or Wilson's Death.
As yet word has not souse from
Clanton, Kg . , giving the outcome of
the erearnining trial of Cheat Hodge
and lob Joimsoa, alio are there
charged lief* nvordering Pink Head
eighteen monthe ago. Jost as soon
as the preliminary is owes whit Hen-
drick, Miller & Marble, the toed -SY;
torneys for the accused, will be 390ti-
f,e4 as to what was done, whotiser
they were ditsmissed of held over 110
the grand jury of the circuit court..
Judge Able to Be Out. •
Judge William Reed was able to be
down.in the city yesterday, but so
weak he di 4 not attempt to resume
the banch.in the circuit court. He
may go back today, hap cannef tell
until he knows how be will feel this
morning.'
Settled for $3,000.
Lawyer L. IC. Taylor yesterday *et
10111111...
AUCTI IN SALE
ream 1516110MITEfil( )
 osnloweamismommmie 
MININVINIMEMANBEMEEMI 101
OF SHOES, HATS, CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS AT YOUR OWN PRICE, THURSDAY, DECEM-
EER 11TH, AT 10:30 A. M. SAL-F. TO CONTINUE DAY AND NIGHT *UNTIL CLOSED OUT. WE.
HAVE ENGAGED A PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEER TO CONDUCT THE SALE, ..WHO ..WILL
AMUSE YOU. AND ENT4RTAIN YOU. LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS SALE.
/ HOURS OF SALE roi3o A. M., 2 P. M. AND 7:30..P. M.
CHAMBLEE BROS 430 Broadway.
Pikintiffir`RIVISPI Eirel
SCHEE IN BAD
DIFFERENT CHARGES LODGED
AGAINST HIM YES-
TERDAY.
,Bud Ballinger, Colored, Held to
Grand Jury on Petty Larceny
Charge—Court Yesterday.
Bernard Schulke was brought back
here yesterday morning from Cairo
and arraigned before Judge Sanders
in the polite court_ A coutinnance
wa's given until next Monday of the
charges against him. One warrant
accuses him of giving a check upon
the American-German national bank
to Jlahnston & Denker for $1 worth
of coal the latter solid him. He had
no money on deposit there. Another
warrant charges him with giving 11Frs.
It D. Nanse a check for $.2 board, on
'the -same bank, where he had ao
- funds. A. third warrant accuses him
of buying $22 wor*h of goods from
B. Weille, and giving a worthless
• check for same on that bank. All war-
rants charge hint, with obtaining
goods by false pretenses_
J;sck MkCarty, alias John Tucker,
was .arraigned on a robbery charge
:aid this left open after some evidence
had been hoard.
There was granted a continuance oi
.-the case charging Charles Lee with
obtaining money ,by false pretenses.
J. T. Nordect, was held to the
grand jury on the charge of forging
the name of Jennie Cowsert to checks
he had Grocer Frank Rodfus of
Fifth and Jackson, and Grocer Harry
Douglas of South Third, to cash.
Prentice Campbell, colored, was
held to the grand jury •on the charge
of cutting 'Charlie Baker, wine, out
in Rovilattliftawn last summer during
t they had over ohickeas.
Bob Ellis was dismissed oT a
breach of the peace charge accusing
him of striking •a colored 'oman,
while he was fined $3o in the case
charging him with flourishing a re-
volver at another negress. Tie is
Colored.
Bud Bellinger was held to the cir-
cuit court grand jury en the eharge
ario petty larceny, Lizzie Jenkins ac-
cussing him of collecting Sias (Inc
-‘‘.• , her, and keeping same. .He is the
negro believed to be the murkier
of George Jenkins of Tunica. its..
and few whom ih000 reward is of-
ferred. As yet no word has been
received from Tunica. saying whether
officers „would come here- or not to
. identify- the *Ay.
1'. Kleinfelter got fitted' $25 and a
ten days jail sentence, for carrying
Concealed weapons. He appealed the
sentence part of the penalty. He it,
the Pennsylvania man who claimed to
be deputy sheriff, and got into trouble
with the hackman at the Union depot.
George Frazier was fined $.20 len- a,
Iveach of the peace.
NO PARTISAN LEGIS7..ATION.
---
Should Be Passed, Says New Demo-
cratic Governor of 'Ohio.
Columbus. 0.. Jae. JO. In his in-
-tumoral addcess Monday John M. Pat
sison, the dew democratic governor
of Ohio, said: -"At the last election
the peopl did not think .that partisan
ipfli, tics were involved in the isstrec.
/1 trust, therelere, tbst you 
-will pass
no legislation for partisan ourposes.
"As the temperance question was
eine of the issues, in the last election,
recommend that the originat Fkan-
nock hal, which exchstles saloon,:
from preidential districts, or one sint-
.
liar In purpose. be enacted.
"The Dow tax hews and other sim-
ilar laws were enacted at the request
af the saloon and %quo!' interests in
an attempt to, make :She blesiness of
the .former respect:Stile. I therefore
recommend for your consideration tile
adaisa.hility of ongoing* laws more in
accord with die best interest4 of the
people and the weWare the state."
Gov. Pennon recomoteads the on-
. foreement of the so-called Signally
law, not only in the country and the
• mall villages, but in the large towel
and citiee as well; calls attention to
the interest that is being taken in the
subject of home rule for cities partie-
alarly as to tlhe right of each city,
town ,or village at large to decide for
itself all question' of local policy, es-
pecially those, of public or pri•Ae
ownership of All pnblk utilities, in-
winding sbreet reilwtys,• water works
and lighting -systems, and concluded
as frrHOWI17
' 'Preeident Ratiseveles oeilforts . for
national Impel...via/hart of " insuranee
tleditvitie the Illinois. Central railroadehnola Ogee your approvel: euch na-:
for the tkattls Renzy Wilson, thesame) eoperriaionoe will surround the
negro who got killed in the ash pitpolicyholders with additional sale-
award*. and lessen the cost of his in- I several week* ago. The (road corn-
„gaxanct . i li!promreerl the matter by paying $1,000
or •
YOUNG MEN AND BOYS
SHOULD VISIT THE
BANKRUPT SALE
OF THE
SCHWAB STOCK, 216 BROADWAY
In this Stock You will find a Large Lot of the
Very Swell Dressy Suits and Overcoats
WHICH WERE BOUGHT FOR THIS SEASON'S SELLING. THEY MUST BE SOLD ALONG WITH THE BALANCE OF THE
STOCK. THE YOUNG MEN AND BOYS WHO COME HERE FOR THEIR SUITS AND OVERCOATS GET THE BEST THERE
IS ON THE MARKET AND SAVE ow ON TVERY DOLLAR THEY SPEND THE FOLOWING PRICES ARE ATTRACTIVE, BUT
YOU MUST SEE THE SUITS AND OVERCOATS BEFORE YOU CAN FULLY APPRECIATE THE VALUES YOU GET HERE.
fritir430341.30010.440-0~4r4rifir44,10.04,00.04104211404040.0410414.4•00******03***MPOMOMPIMP
Overcoats Corduroy Pants, Schwab's price $t noto $1 so, Bankrupt sale price 49e
Excellent values heavy weight,, blue
and brown, Schwab's price $7. sn.
Bankrupt sale price  $2.48
Extra fine Kersey Overcoats, Schwab's
price, ;18, Bankrupt sale
price $6.48
Extra quality, blue, black and brown,
Schwab's price, $op oo, Bankrupt
sale price $4.98
Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest pat
terns, finest quality, Schwab's price
$7.50 to $22 so, Bankrupt sale
price ... . $3.48 to $9.98
Good styles, neat patterns, Schwab's
price $3 oo, Bankrupt sale
price $1.26
Pants
Good styles and excellent qualities,
Schwab's price $1.50, Bankrupt sale
price  49t
climb
Dress Pants, best ever
Schwab's pr,ce /2.00 10 $6
rupt sale price 76e to
offered,
50. Bank
$3.19'
500 pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25e to $1 5o, Bankrupt sale
price  16e to 74(
zoo pairs Ccrduroy Knee Pants,
Schwab's price soc, Bankrupt sale
price 29e
Suits
Neat Patterns, Schtwab's price, $3.,
Bankrupt sale
price  $1.48 to 5.198
Suits of good quality, in all colors
and styles, Schwab's price $6.o0 to
$10 so, Bankrupt salt
price  $2.98 to $3.98
Suits for business or dress—
bemts ieaskh, c..Eadav.78go$ 122
best makes, high grade, all patterns,
Schwab's price 112 50, Bankrupt
sale price $5.98
All Finest Suits sold by Schwab for
;t5 oo to $22 30, Bankrupt Salk
price
 
$6.24 to $11.24
One lot Suits all wool, Schwab's
prices $g .no to $15 oo, Bankrupt
sale price $3.98
Black and Blue Granite Venitian
and Silk Linings, Schwab's prices
$12 SO to $22 SO, Bankrupt sale
prices $9.98 to $11.24
Children's Jackets and Pants, Schwab's
prices Si 5o to $6 so, Bankrupt sale
prices 49e to $3.15
BIG VALUES IN FURNISHING GOODS. UMBRELLAS AND TRUNKS
Old Stand, 216 Broadway
This Sale Will Continue as Long as the Stock Lasts.
ams. 
casJh through Claim, Agent John C.
Gates, of Princeton, Ky.
Wilson was working in the local
yirds toe the road, and one day was
upon tile front of a striag of cars
lc-aded with cinders that were being
let +lows into the ash pit, which is
twenty feet deep, and is .entered by a
slanting track leading from the top
of the cars down into. same. The
brakes of the cars 4refused to work
and bold back the cars going down
the declining track, at a slow pace.
They "hot forwar dand Wilson leap-
ed to save himself, but gdt caught be-
tweeo the cars., and side of the con-
crete wall of 't'he pit, where the life
v. as cruchedit from him.
The road i comiprornised the case
,t1 alicort lotting it get into the coorrto
COMPLETE FAILURE'
OF NEGOTIATIONS
----
Betieween Venezuela and An Asphalt
Co.—Company Treasurer Leaves.
Washington, D. C, jan. la—Secre-
tary Root has been notified by
the complete failure of negptiatien*
that ha-se been at proltreiCs at Cars14
ctit_looking to a settienrent of issue44
6etvirtea the 'Bermudez Asphalt -coris
paay and the Veneetielan government
and the departure irom Caraca.; of
the contaany'e, treasarer, Clyde
rim". 111* secretary has according.-
ly called upon Mr. Calhoun, the presO
dent's speciel eommiesioner, for his
report upon that controverty aiotlot
hosia for inuareliateoaction-iii part
of the department. *It is probable the
re-port alit be submitted' to corigreeti
and" some line of action suggested. •
'he Deke of laevotehire possesseo
as an heirloom, Claude Lorraine s
"Book,of Truth," which ia-aaid to
he one cif the/ rarest assel most %ado-- „
able volumeO In nurnpe. It is 'worth
six times as Much as the "affazarin
Bthie, the ynog; costly book that the
Botha mit/salmi can boast, The late
Duke refused an' after • of $500,000
for it.
-
:Coma has recently lowed en edict
prohibiting, except in the treety wage,
the sale of metal-rimmed speseades.
Tan shoes roe also tabooed, . and
anyone dealing in them roadisro kim-
sell liable to 'ecapitation. Thin tatter
drastic regulation is doe to Ow fact
that yellow is there the imperial
color, to he worn by nano Hoye smolt-
belts of the royal family.
Chinese dealers in Sitapapaeit have
refused to buy Manila cigars from
Singapore merchants on the premnd
that Manila is an American otology.
Still the China-Manila tennis which
go from. Mainila to Hong Kole, every
few days carry large coasigrastents
of Manila cigars and cigarelites.
•
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Groom is tiso
best sure for chapped ham
and hands. VOW”' wheal falif
up the natural nimintlsre
of the skin. Henry's /Lisp*
Cream is a skin food Qat sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to woes your
chapped skin soft and pillaello.
Made of the purest lovelies/to
it is neither sticky nor grasser.
J. IL Oehlschlacw
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND IbROAIDWAY
• TELEPHONE lig.
P
eammur ntaczar.rousensimimaramaraufte.,-Azaaer 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Condensed Statement of
1MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'
SAVINGS BANK
Paducah, Kentucky,
at close of business, Dec. 3e,
R ESOU cgs.'R 
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds  
Furniture and Fixtures  
Cash and Exchange 
1905
$177.116
2,834 44
3,000 .
55.: y8.
$237,206
Capital stock  50,000 .00
U divided Profita ... 3,563.11
osits  14643.09
— ---
$237,206.30
A DIVIDEND OF at/a PER C T WAS DECLARED OUT
OF TEE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED- TO THE 81OCKHOLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME,--PAYAELE ON DEM kND..
T• T. LAURIE, Cashier.
MECHANICS
aid
FARMERS.'
SAVINGS BANK,
--227--
Broadway,
116.111.21. .M.a•
 4
A. S. DABNEY.
—DENTIST—
° Trachea Building.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY .
Attorney-at-Law.
offs. ;rand 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone Tog.
Soutli America has about twice, the
area and about one-half the popala-
tient of the Maisel states.
• Mil. PURVEAR,
A TTOR N E Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 00,
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
•
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the theatre.
Le&
"The Clansman," wh'ic'h is to be at
The Register has the assurance of the
original company and the only one
•on the road presen.ting the play from
which it takes its name. Of this fact
The Register has the assurance of th
management of The Kentucky and
the advance agent of the company.
"The Clansman" was put upon the
stage early ite the season and' sent
South somewhat as an experiment.
It was thought the company shauld
and would vein the favor it has, but
-of this there were some doubts, be-
cause of the impressions it might
=make among the people. The original
route of the company was South
'through the Atlantic states, thence
westward through the central South-
-eon states into Texas and then north-
-ward. In making this tour the corn-
1:=—....•=•••••• •=••••••• ••••
•
any way into not seeing the latest
stage sensation of ilie year, as offered
them tomorrow night. The sale of
scats begins today and there promises
te t e a rush.
The New "San Toy" Is Corning.
The great international musical corn
edy success "San Toy," with its
eealth of pretty girls and gorgeous
witin;11 scenery, will be seen at The
Kentri.:ky Saturday afternoon and
night. This dziuty, picturesque musi-
cal:production is under the personal
direction of Mr: John C. Fisher, the
owner. of many big musical organize-,
florae. It was first produced at Daly's'
theatre, New York four years ago,
where it remained for eleven months.
After a road tour it returned for six
months more. Last season the com-
pany, again played all the large cities
and ended their tour with a six
week's run at Daly's. This is a most
unusual Ching in musical comedy;
"The Clansman."
A prominent writer on dramatic sub
jeets once said: "The theatre is earn-
estly awaiting the renaissance of the
serious drama." The public has been
Y. atching and waiting for the appear-
ance of a dramatist who has some-
thing new and true to stay, and who
has the courage to say it. So it was
when Thomas Dixon, Jr., wrote "The
Clansman" the public eagerly wel-
comed it as the most viri:e drama of
recent yoars. Success far beyond the
expectations of the author followed.
The reason for all this s not hard
to find. We has, gone back to first
principles. The Elizabethan dramat-
ists were suecessfuT because of the
splendid audacity in telling the truth.
Above all 'thing, they were sincere.
Such courage is rare in tibeteaderr
/frame. 
Naturally one would expect "The
Clansman" to be popular through the
South, but if tSe reception of the play
•
e•
Scene in act third. "The Clanamaa,", at The leentuoky Friday night.
Seats on Bale Today
tntinttnittnntnnitn=nentnt===
pany from the very first won favor
and due praise. It has nsarly every
night played to overflowing houses in
the biggest of the Southern cities. It
comes here, with the highest of praise
and goes feom here to Louisville for
'a week's shay. It could not do these
things were it not all that is promised
and claimed. However, a second corn
pany has just been organized and is
now in New York for an indefinite
stand. This company has only form-
ee existence because of the success of
the play as an audience gatherer and
a money maker. The new company
only came into existence with this
week and therefore in no way is to be
plated in fompetition with the orig•
inal one. our people will not, it is
safe to say, let themselves he deludeda
es=zeeemzuttittetti=12=1:
resembles Oat accorded the novel _up-
on which it was founded, it will be
equally successful in 'the North. If
there is any one thing that the Ameri-
can pepple admire it is courage.
Therefore the tremendous popularity
of Mr. Dixon's play. The effect that
this play will have upon the drama
will be far-reaching. It will arouse
cher, Nagel Marry, F. P. Huntiy, 
new ambitions and stimulate the
American playwright to
Florence Smith, Kellogg, Mabel from moss-clad •raditions.
Stricklatid, Dorothy. Marlow and 'Jas. surly blaze - the pathway for a nw
Hughes. whose names are a guarantee
e 
of the excellence of, the compatiy. . 
American drama that will be as virile
New scenery and costumes have been 
and as powerful as the people among
provided for this season's tour, which 
W 'porn it be born.
will again embrate all the large cities.. "The Clansman" will be presented'
Seat sale will commence Friday at 9 for the first time in this city at The
Kentucky on 'Friday night.
when a production- has enjoyed its
first run at Daly's it has never re-
turned to the same house, "San Toy"
being an exception. There is reason
for its phenominal success. The story
i. ingenious and set in frame work 61
fanciful grace and imaginative beauty,
and is .fu'l of delightful musk. The
east comprises George E. Mack,, Ed
Dagley, W. L. Romaine, H. B. Bur-
.m.
•
cut
It
loose
will
STEAM SHOVEL
BIG ONE AT IRON FURNACE
BEING SHIPPED TO
NASHVILLE.
Nothing Has Ever Come of the
Visit of Capitalists Regarding ,
Starting the Plant.
There is now being shipped to
'Nashville. Tenn., over the ,N. C. &
St' ne railroad, the big steam Shovel
that has been it the iron furnate •
South Third street for several years
A • gentleman of that city purchased
the shovel some months go and is
ly now packing it upoff the freight
for shipment Yeeterday more,
ing men commenced work of putting
it VII the cars, and it will be ready for
shipment by today or tomorrow. It
is a momoth affair, and quite a good
shovel that was iiised while the furn-
aces 'were in operation for the several
months, about five years ago.
Nothing 'Nether seems to have
come of the inspectior made here
ensile months ako by Vice President
Galtra of the 'Tennessee Ctral rail-
road, and the other cap"a/ists, who
came here, longed over these furn-
aces': and then made several tours of
inapoction to • the 'similar plant at
Ruetawa.• They gave it out that their
missirinhad its object a reetrtriptiner of
the plants. but they have never been
back since, and it ;_is not known what
success capped their project.
. _
•
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Delivered to your home for to cents
a week. ALA
MONEY KING
AMOUNT TO BE NEEDED WILL
BE DETERMINEDD THIS
EVENING.
Fhtanc., Committee Win Decide How
Muc:t Each Municipal Depart-
ment Gets for 1906. '
the. finance committee from the
council and aldermen ,wilf hold their
meeting this evening at. the City
Hall general assembly chamber fcii
the purposes of ,deciding how much
money, will he neededt to runtheinuni-
eipal overnment inning this twelve
months. Alderman W. T. Miller is
chair Ian of the omrnittee, and yes-
7
 
_..... ..
,
terday Id a conference with Mayor
Yeiser,-after, which time it was de-
cided to assemble the body together
this evening.
The committee will go over the
needs of each department, sean the
contemplated improvements and thor-
oughly sift things so they can be in
a position to say how much each de-
partment will have this year, , and
make aEottinents accordi'n4ly.
There is considerable speculation
as to what the tax rate will be this
year, and some estimate it will be as
'high as the past few years, at which
time the limit allowed under the law,
'was imposed, $1.83 on each $too
worth of taxable property. The rate
cannot he determined: until after the
city board of supervisors finish their
work, and turn over the books show-
ing the total assessed vallie of city
property. Then the amount_ oi money
needed to run Paducah this year is
computed into the total assessment
and this gives the tax rate.
NEXT CASES UP
THAT OF WITT DUNCAN
AGAINST WESTERN UNION
UP TODAY.
Evidence About Completed in Litiga-
tion of Noah Cathey Against E.
Rehkopf.
The next case to be taken up in
the oircuit court is that of Will Dun-
can against.the Western Union Tele-
graph company for damages. Dim-
can claims the company did not deliv-
er to him promptly a message notify-
ing him of the death of relatives.
Thi. case following the above on
the docket is that of Barney Levitan
against Morris McKane. Levitan
c'aira. that McKane sold .him a horse
that belonged to another party who
afterwards came and claimed tht• am-
nial. Both actions will probably be
rtached today as the evidence is
allow all in in the suit of Noah C,avh-
ey against E. Rehkopf, wherein plain-
tiff seeks $ro.000 damages on the
ground that he was injured, at defend-
ant's collar factory on Kentucky ave
nue between Thied and Pourth -street.
After the testimony is completed ar-
gument g will be made and the case
then given to the jury.
The defendant's demurrer to plain-
tiff's petition was sustained yesterday
in the suit of the -J. T. Polk com-
pany against the Paducah Canning
company. Plaintiff was then given
mrtil next Monday in which to amend
the petition. The Polk company
claim they contracted with the local
concern to deliver them many cans of
tomatoes, but that the Paducah corn-
pany broke the contract. and thereby
reamed the Polk concern to lose Trion-
ey_ they having already arranged for
the sale of the goods contracted for
The plaintiff filed a motion for a
new trial of the suit of C. W. Bos-
well against the Citizens Savings
bank. Defendant v,ini the cast sev-
eral days ago. 
James P. Holt was given judgment
for $137.14 against Edward J. Pettit,
the latter selling Holt some property
on which existed a lien that Holt had
to pay off.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
lodged • deed transferring Eighth
And Harris street property to L. D.
Sanders In the suit of D. A. Cross,
administrator, against 'I'. let. Collier.
The master commissioner filed a
deed transferring to Alfred Levy
property at Seventh and Trimble
streets, in the suit of Charles E;. Jen-
nings, administrator of Thomas Ro-
biou, against the Globe 'Bank and
Trost company.
The master commissioner lodged a
report of money receipts and,expend-
titares in the suit of W.' T. Graves
against William Smith, while a report
of claims was made by him in the
litiation ofi Pearson vs. Carter.
FRENCH PATIENCE
ABOUT EXHAUSTED.
Early Recourse to Energetic Meas-
ures in Venezuela Necessary.
Paris, Jan, ro.—Government quart-
ers express the belief that Venezuela's
prolonged delay in setting the Taigny
will necessitate an cony recourse fo
energetic measures. It is added that
Prance will act only after.' a full un-
derstanding and accord- with the
United States.
Iimm .
. 
,
Washington, Jan. 9.—President
Ca,tro's failure to recognize the
l'r!'lich charge at 'Caracas on New
Year's bay will not he allowed to
pass unnoticed" by  the French gov-
ernment. At the request . of the
French government Mr. Russell, the
American minister to Caracas, will
make to President Castro vigorous
and what may.prove to be final repre-
sentations. • :
The French _government's position
is that it has exhibited sufficient pat-
ience in its attitude toward president
Castro, and that the time is near at
hand when action must be substituted
for words unless President .Castro
changes his attitude. SC far as is
!known here, the latest represents-
Sin to President Castro do not in-
elude a time limit, and therefdrsp ean-
I'toe be termed an
 ultimAtitin in the
strict Sense of the word, but they
leeve no doubt about the serious ill-
; tention of the. •Freach gervethment
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN -OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MAT' ti
FOR THE srALL EU:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. Nl`CE PLAIN Ft
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS "ka...
ROLL, WP WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY rYac PER SINGLE ROLE .
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, 15c, aoe
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO•StalT THE PEOPLE. NEW .PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESICN I CORNICE 4ND—EV*1;12Y CONSTEV-e:A131-16 COL.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, R0011 11MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OU'R NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED.THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
•C.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, -
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL ESTP'r'... WESTERN KENTUCKY FAL PAS,
SIOPITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR :r.
COG^ gt W. WAITTEMOR,E. ee.auftvatik,
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAM.110•
MAIM, UMW & CO.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance"
Office4306 Bgpadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks
If you went yew- clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line ci samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
L-LAW Y t1(—
Will practice in all courts of Kew
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drug*
at reasonable 'pikes
,Seventh
i 
and
and are of a more vigorousdone than' 4"qh
any (ha have preceded. • liiroadway.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THZ
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH,
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES. 431
I;XCURSION:
St. Louis ind Tennessee River Path-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 Tor the Rougd
Trip tonnessee Mier
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, condors
and rest; good service, g tabie,
good rooms, etc. Boats .e each
Wednesday and Saturday 3 p. nt.
For other information &play to ,Jaii
Kopr, superintendent; Freak L
BrOwn, agent 0
i••re•
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Russian officials hope the Moroccan
question will result in war. They saY
it will draw attention from their in-
ternal strife and prove a consequent
benefit. The Russians manifest much
anti-British feeling in discussing the
matter.
The city's new municipal "broom"
promises to do some clean sweeping
•in the Way of reform. The people,
like Barlois, tare willing, but they are
disposed to be Doubting Missourians,
for they want to be sighted. Caucus
talks won't cut the ice; it takes ac-
- -
Sion. -
The joint statehood proposition,
o hich would admit the Indian Terri-
tory and New Mexico as a state, is
shrouded in uneertaihty. Those re-
publicans who oppose the bill and are
known as "insurgents" are so far be-
yond the control of Speaker C.annon
that the bill is regarded as certain of
defeat:
The news from Russia is of more
than usual interest of late. Premier
Witte has, it appears, joined the gov-
ernment in its repression polity
against the peoplz, saying the moder-
ates have failed to give the govern-
ment the proper support. He ea-
pressed
visiting
_feriae of
himself in bitter words to a
delegation, speaking in -de-
the government and saying
Russia must be saved at all hazards.
The moderates, it is clear„ have over-
reached themselves.
The Dadghters of the Confederacy
of this city will celebrate or observe
the anniversary of Gen. Robert E.
Lee, which falls on the 19th, as will
like bodies' of many Southern points.
The illustrious soldier and citizen,
whose memory the world delights to
honor. wos born January 19, 1807, at
Stratford House, in Westmoreland
county, Va., and died, while president
of Washington college, at Lexington.
Va., October 12, 1870. A beautiful
mausoleum rhea been erected over his
grave at Lexington.
• The Nashville Banner is compli-
mentary in speaking of President
Roosevelt's popularity, but it doubts
its continuance because factions of
WS party are already criticising him.
'The 
-Banner fears What it calls "con-
creted murmurs' may grow' until
they arc heard aloud in the open and
then—well, it adds: "Mr. Rootevelt
will,' indeed, be one of the most re-
markable men America has produted
if with all his aggressiveness, inde-
pandemic and eccentricity, he retains
to the-end of his present admiaistra-
tion the great popularity with which
be began it." The Banner clearly
fears for the president the enemies he
will make rather than the friends he
may make. Our contemporary for-
gets that a -man is best popular be-
cause of his enemies and not because
of his friends. If Mr. Roosevelt is
less popular with the present congress
at its adjournment .than now it goes
without the saying lie will be more
Ian with the people. .
The supreme court has said that
Rogers, the vies president of the
Standard Oil crympany, must answer
, questienre propounde.d toinna by
, the investigating committee in session
ill New. York. illhe object' of the in-
vestigation is to oust the Standard
'Oil company from Missouri under the
tornbitte law, which promises to be
the result. The investigation is be-
ing pressed by Attorney-General Had-
ley,. of Miippouri, and the 'quint io
wants Rogers' to answer, thoug
jiversitylegeferm, "Does
•
711,1,1-- —"mese,- •
Standard Oil coinuany of New Jersey
either through itself or any Other per-
son or corporation, own, or control, a
majority of the stock of the Waters-
Pierce Oil company of; Missouri, the
standard Oil company of Indiana
and the Republic Oil company of New
York." Mr. Hadley wants this in-
formation to show that the three al-
leged subsidary or confederated com-
panies are monopolizing the oil trade
of Missouri in combination, which is
contrary to the laws of Isis Abate.:
A Crack at Shysters.
(Madisonville Graphic.)
-A bill will be introduced in the
present legislature to prevent what
is known to the legal fraternity as
"shystering." This is aimed at brief-
less lawyers who are in the habit of
going round and urging and soliciting
persons to bring suits for damages,
eithe real or imaginary. There are
thousa ds of suits 'brought in the
courts of she state that are without
any merit whatever. Under our pres-
ent system any one may at the solicit-
ation of some irresponsible, or case-
hunting lawyer .bring Suit for damages
where there has really been no dam-
age.
One curse of the country and detri-
ment to the courts has been the ac-
tions of the "shysters" who are al-
ways on the lookout for an opportuni-
ty to bring these ;suits. It is noth-
ing uncommon that when a man
meets with an accident, one or more
lawyers are hovering around 'his
bed, each wanting to be employed to
bring a damage suit. If the bill
passes as it should, it will be regarded
as a serious thing for any lawyer to
solicit a case of this kind. There will
howerer, be no objection to the law-
yer advertishrg his profession and
seeking employment in the proper
way. The passage of She bill may
drive a few incompetents from the
profession, but it would have 'the ef-
fect to raise the standing of the pro-
fession in the estimation of intelli-
gent people.
WITH NEW HOUSE
(Continued from first page.)
Virgil Sherrill, -William B. McPher-
son and a ,
Ice n4 ,s Lire at ao cents per
roo pounds, tit the new plant agrees
to furnish it for 25 cents per hundred,
and several signatures of Paducah
people have been procurred, agreeing
to buy ice for five years from the new
factory. This includes the hotels, sa-
loons, restaurants, soda fountain
stands and other establishments tsting
large quantities in addition to many
private homes. The new factory will
make a speciality of cold storage.
striet Car Offices.
The carpenters continue working
rapidly upon the new quarters for the
light and power company at 406
Broadway, but it will -be the middle
of next week yet before things are
completed -sufficient for the 'com-
panies to minve therein their head-
quarters from around on South
Fourth street.
Auditors Here.
Auditors Hofford and Bowles of
the Wiest Kentucky Coal company,
are, in the city after a tour of the
different cities where the- mamoth
corporation maintains offices and
eltvators. They are now checking
over the books in the local office.
'Big Tobacco Men.
Mr. Joseph Ferigo, the big tobacco
man of New York City, arrived here
yesterday to' visit his local representa-
tive. Mt. Thomas Stahl, the dealer
of First and Jefferson streets. Mr.
Ferigo wil! leave here for other points
in this section.
Ile has the contract each- year to
furnish the 'tobacco buying depart-
of the Italian governanent in
Europe, with litany rentions of
pounds of the seeed. 1:.• has buyers
and handlers stationed Lta.tind here
at HopkinsviMe. Paducah, Carksville,
Murray, M'aylield, Fulton and other
points who buy in the tobacco, and
;orward same to New York where it
is plAiced aboard ship consigned to
Grayson Will Recover.
Calvin Grayson, colored, continues
getting better at the railroad hospital
where he waa brought with a badly
crushed head, caused by a train 'hit-
ting 'him at Millington,. He lost some
of hi* brains while the shattered bone
Was being takertiput, hut will recover.
For. while hisonditioa was serious.
The supreme court of Georgia yes-
terday decided that an express corn-
pay must carry liquor -into a prohi-
bition town of that state, despite s
local ordinance imposing a $1,000 fine
on such carrier.
'ohm."). ,Morris and S. L. Gray,
alleged to be. Croon Louieville, are in
jail at Albuquerque, N. M., charged
with operating a swindling gable.
The United States circuit court of
Cincinnati Tpesday rendered a de-
ci"lon so...Oohing the Chinese exert'.
i sion
i ..
s 'he . .
The case of Greene and Gaynor
" a was taken up for trial Tuesday in the
e Pelted States court at Savannah; Ga.
•
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referred the question of lite' aP. . Pmanhole and catch basin at "''. Third
, and Harrison ,stseets to drain 'I off
'water. 1
iitl Jesse .Gilbertt,aild A. J. Deekerire-uested the board for some drain
Meeting Yesterday Given 4tiPe to put under the driveway run-
sing beside Gilbert's drug store in
- to Market License. Mechanicsburg and leading -into
Decker's mill yard. Nothing could
be done as the driveway is private
LENIENCY TO BE properly.
SHOWN DELINQUENTS For some years the city has been
trying to get from W. F. Bradshaw,
Sr., permission to put a sidewalk in
But Stella Rented Must - Be Used front of his home on West Jefferson
Or Revert to Control of the street, but have been) unsuccessful.
Board. Everywhere people donate free of
Charge to the city property fronting
their hcimes and houses for sidewalk
'purposes, but Mr. Bradshaw wants
pay for his. ground. He now offers it113F BOARD at a certain figure, but the board of
works rejected this and made another
concession, this being that the city
Yesterday afternoon at the meet- would pay for one-half of the side-ing of the board of public works that walk improvement if Bradshaw
body had before it the question of would pay the other and permit the
renewing the licenses of butchers walk to go down,
and marketers doing business upon There has been raised the question
the public market at Second street. of President Noble and Secretary
The board renewed the license of Saunders Fow'er being eligible to it
everybody who have paid in their on the board of works after they
•••••1011MMIII.,,,
QUESTION'OF
OF MX
cIIILITY
money, (the old occupants,) with ex-
ception of those mentioned.
As regards the coffee stand, Mr.
Duperrieu has conducted that hereto-
fore, but complaints have been made
to the 'board of works that he does
not keep the stand running all the
time, therefore the 'butchers and
others are inconveuienceeas regards
getting their coffee early of mornings,
A. D. Buchanan applied to the board
of works for this coffee stand license,
and the men here postponed granting
one to anybody until they look furth-
er into the complaints. If justified
Duperrieu will be refused and Buc-
moved to their homes outsick the
city limits near Arcadia. The mat-
ter was referred to the city solicito:.
who yesterday brought in his opinion,
which is as follows:
Paducah, Ky., Jan. to, Jock. ,
Board of Public Works, City of Pa-
ducah, Ky.
Gentlemen.:—As you will probably
remember several meetings ago I
was requested by your board to pass
upon the eligibility of ,members of
the board outside of he city limits,
to hold office. I have given this mat-
ter a good deal of thought and scrut-
mired the charter, and as far as pos-
early
hanan licensed, as the object of the
sible endeavored to collect what in-stand is to have a place for the •
morning risers to get a cup of formation I could from the decisions
coffee, of the court of appeals, and I regrst
Wes Flowers has had one of the to say that I have not run across any
:butchers stands inside the building decision of the court of appeals, or
the past few years, but last fall any section of the charter, which di7 „.
closed. down his stand and no .busi- rectlY bears upon this question, and
ness was done there. As the stalls the only way I could be merited in
are for benefi of the public which Passing upon this question, would be
gets better service if all run perma?bY construction of the intent aro'
nently and not closed down for meaning of the legislature; the gen -
months at a time, the board held up eral policy of the law in principle an,
this license also. Flowers wants a by implication.
renewal of his grant, but will not It strikes me that, taking the char-
pledge himself to run the stall all the ter in all of its provisions, by a raa-
time. The board wanted him to agree sonable construction, it might be ii-
to the stall reverting to the city in plied that officers of the oity, whether .
case he let it remain empty for four elective by the people or bolding un-
weeks. He has not run it for four der appointment, should be residents
months now, but has the license and of the city; and going beyond what
lets it stand useless. As regards Mrs. I consider the reasonable policy, I can
Vinegar wanting a license to have the
stall she transferred to Mr. Lemick,
the board held this sip.
There are seven old occupants who an efficient and capable one, exercis-
want their stalls and benches again ing the duties imposed,upon him -in a
this yeari but they have not paid in manner equally fair and advantageous
their license money, so nothing was to all, should be one whose interests,
done with them, so as to give them both from a financial and a social
standpoint, and a standpoint of pat-
riotism, should be identified, with the
affairs of the city and its citizens, and
to permit a person to reside in some
locality outside of the city and still
be an officer of the city because he
once resided there, and still claims it
••••fm•••••••••••••••••1.41111krolomm•••••••••••••••••••••••••14Ma
We beg to inform
opened a store"lkk 4..4
64.0 BROADWAY WITH A FINE LINE OF
WATCHES AND JEWELR
%OW(
the public of Padnagh and V:i that we hay,
lilAlso a complete line of Eye-Glasses and Spectacles. W sell
Elgin or Waltham Watches, With ao year Cases for $10.00.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FO ec MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT._
Repairing Department
Wei pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work.
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in oepairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and ddivered at
your request. We do Gold and' Silver plating at ehort notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no WIC
for, giving you full market value for same, %Stich i aboul the satne as
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned-and examined aac up Watch Hands toc up
News Mainspring, best quality 25c up' Watch Glasses Ric up
New Case or Hairspring .. up Watch -Keys  Sc
New Jewels, whole Or cover see up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
a chance to deposit their cash with
the treasurer. All the others who
have paid in were given their old
benches. There are many new appli-
cants, but enough benches and stalls
do not exist to accommodate them.
There is one fish bench out ttnder the
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
- Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
-NE PHONE 113-R 640 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY
Cr(ala to those who necd it.
I VV. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
see the wisdcim of such policy, and _  _
the rkts,eiro of the existence of same; Imaiwirain
for ;n officer of a city in order to be
shed that is pot constantly used, so. as his home, would be a rather dan-
the board will let this be rented for gerous precedent for a city to eartab-
fifty cents per day to whatever fish lish; because a man might reside in
dealer want* it. the remotest part of a county in
Mrs. Jessie Wicks complained tn which a lily is loca`ted, and in a place
the board of works that someone where 'his interests* would be identi-
had stopped up the drain pipe leading
underneath the middle of Third be-
tween Mladison and Harrison streets,
so*that water would not „drain from
the big hollow running from Fourth
to Third 'between Madison and Har-
rison. As result the water backs up
over her property, and she wanted the Without going 'further' into the rea-.
drain pipe opened so it could flow off. sons or argument of the -question, I
This matter was referred to Street am inclined to believe, from an ab-
Inspector Alonzo Elliott.
Gus Thompson has offered the
board 25 cents 'for every load, of ashes
they will let him have from--the public
powerhouse on Madison between
Ninth and Tenth streets, but as the
board-of works can get'more for them
nothing was done with his .proposi-
tion.
Some weeks ago the street railway
company cut the feed wire itmning
to the city's sanitary sewerage system
pumping, station at Third and Clay
streets. The street car people
thought it was their wire, because it
feed current •'from their plant to
pumping station, but orr being in-
fled socially and personally with an
entirely different set of people than
the oitizmis of the town, and all of
his property may be located in a dif-
ferent place from the city, and by
such a precedent, still he might be
eligible as an officer of the city.
/4-syhismfAsirayAvizt*I4
60010 IMPORTANT
Its
ttc
'tract standpoint, that members of the
board of patilic works should be act-
ual residents of the city, but as
have said' in the outset, this is enerely
a matter of tny own construction and
implication, and the way I look at it,
not the Way the courts have viewed •
it. and where the exigencies of the I
case merited it, such as undoubtedly
exists in this cage, I see no reason
Why any harm should 'result "to „the
city, or where any rilaht or any law
would be violated in the present mein
hers retaining their positions, upon
the board of public works; the mem-
bers, whose eligibility has been
brought into question, being so clear-
the private concern repaired it, andre- 
lv identified in all respect.; with Pa-
port to this effect was made to the . ducah's 
intereete,aind living within a
board. very 'short 
distance, of the corporate
1..:ast 'week when the boiler for the .',knits of the 
city. Outside of my of-
heating furnace at Riverside hospital ea. fi al capacity I 
desire to state tas a
gave down the 'board of works loaned i citizen, and one 
who hope, for 'the
the city public street 'roller, that was - 'Drogrees of Paducah are founded 
upon
attached to the pipes at the hospital',t a belief that we must have 
efficient
and 'is now furnishing heat for the '-management of the city's 
affairs, Ibe-
building, the roller standing out- licve the interest of Paducah 'at 
all
..
side with fires going ot all hours. of its citizens„would be better sub-
Now President Noble informed , the served by the board remaining as it
board of works that he learns it will i-!, rather than any changes. takitnit
take several 'weeks ii-i get here the Yours respectfully,epiace-.
new boiler and install it, and that JAM-ES CAMPBELL,
aurieg this time the constant shirking City Solicitor,
of the street roller furnishing the
heat wil' greatly damage the ap- Scaffold Gave Way.
paratus. In order not to be responsi- Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. .Lii.----As
ble for any damage the. board of the result of the givinTgay"""fle a
works directed a Letter to the Mayor;-seiffold on a new building here,
-and legislative boards infoataing them fames' Minor and John Burke, two
that board of wre'ke wills hold them paints?,, fell and were seriously in-
liable for any damage that may re-1 buts]. Minor - sustained a, fraCtured
stilt to the roller. Mr. Noble says the skull and- internal injuries an Burke
eamstant jar to the roller while stand- sustained only a broken nose.
ing still in a manner is different from' . 
that while the outfit is being need on
the public . streets 'for its intetored pn soon. Half price and less. n rath
, and 1,3th, 7.. T. Long, trnste Mar-
Special Sale
i
liail""oin:Cnity Engineer Wiushington wasiliet Cottite. , -
.. 
,..... 
i
••.•li '.
o 6 el 6 it is poor economy to have ro.
your watch repaired by the A
r ('HEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS 0-
•-‘
work at Reasonable prices 'tit
We fill 
the
bill 
exactly.
J. L. WOLFF It
r_ Jeweler
irkardisfraiwitikarkrarg!viics-4-w.rapw-44
N44-i!.4w401iviNii4s144noloisi 24-
XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Bleich's Jewelry Store
is still headquarters for anything 
in the line. 
. 224 Broadway PADUCAH, KY. k
fititwalsk-13,wq,Z,Vaiors)seicPlivat
It is computed that farm properties
in the eleven states 'hat fatee seceded :
from the Union lialle'risen in value
more than a billion dollars in ttso o , Rye IL •
years. The average yield of thise
lands since this century began is an Honey $2oo,000,000iha year greater than it wasin the preceding six ye-ars.
Coroner Mix, of New Haven, Conn.,
has issued a preliminary report in the
can of Charles A. Edwards. He says
'Edwards committed suicide by shobt-
ing himself and then taking poison.
Representative Drewry, of Louis-
ville, will, introduce in the house a'
bill designed to relieve party organ-
izations in Kentucky of all office-
holder', either elective' or appointive.
1 '
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT. .
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone too—Red.
Compound #
Not a drink,ibut a seasonable' rep. - ‘y
oration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
'La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable
50e and $1, Bottles
BACON'S
DWG STORES.
Jackson Its. phone sp.
& Clay Its
•N,
• •••••
•••••••••••ft win....
argest Stock
.41.1!••••••
61, •
411 IssaQ•••,7T- -,
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Lowest Prices Satistactin 6uoranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture anufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS
 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
TO RESELL SISTER DEAD NOW
0 REFEREE BAGBY WILL HEAR MISS 
NOEL SMITH FOLLOWED
EVIDENCE ON THIS ON OTHER
S TO THE
THE 29TH. GRAVE.
Trustee Boyd Could Not Get Much Remains 
of Engineer William &house
at Private Sal.: for the Fisher Inter
red Yesterday at Oak Grove
Show Cases.. —Wade
 Child Dead.
•
 /4.
Yesterday Referee Bagby, of the
bankruptcy court, took up the Dr. T.
T. Hessig bankruptcy proceeding and
• set ebe 25th of this month as the time
for hearing evidence on ithe petition
of Trustees Martin and Reed,
wherein the latter ask permission of
the court to resell the bistilkry owned
Hessig in Mechaniothurg. Frank
Barnard once bought the establish-
ment, but not paying for it the plant
is now to be sold again. On the
25th the court will order same again
disposed of, unless sometteng is in-
troduced to 'show cause why it should
.1,,not be. The petitioner, filed thispetition for resale yesterday.
'se
County Clerk Smedley Receives
• Letter of Inquiry Regarding Mrs.
Sanger
Taylor Fisher Case.
Yesterday Trustee Boyd, of the Tay
kw 0. Fiaher case, reported that be
could not get 75 per cent of the value
ei file show cage: he offered for dis-
uosal at pr,ivate sale. The court
then instructed him to conduct the
sale at public outcry and see what he
ceuld procure for the cases in that
manner. The cases are those in the
tobacco establishment of Taylor on
Broadway near Fourth street.
Time Limit Expired.
There has expired the time limit
for an appeal to be taken in the steam
en City of Chattanooga case. and now
the money in the 'hands of the clerk
will be distributed among the parties
having claims that were recognized. South Third street near Kentucky
!avenue. The' Marine Engineers' Be-
OFF TO wicKLIFFE.following the ceremonies the bodyhad charge, andnevolent A 
nos interred at Oak Grove cemetery.
Death for the third time within the
past five days has visited the resi-
dence oecupied by /the Smith family
near Woodville. It rapped the last
time at the door yesterday afternoon
shortly before 6 o'clock, and carried
away Miss Noel Smith, who had been
ill with pneumonia. It man not be the
last time, as word from that section
is that this woman's sinter, M4iss Fan-
nie Smith, is ill with the same afilic-
time
The deatihs have all occurred since
last Friday at which time Mr. John
Coghill died of pneumonia. He was
a bachelor living at the Smith home.
Tuesday Mr. R. L.. (Pomp) Smith
died of the same disease and was fol-
lowed by 'his sister, Miss Noel Smith,
'who breathed her last at the hour
mentioned yesterday. Nlow fear is
entertained for the remaining sister.
, Miss Smith was S years of age and
one of the noblest and most estimable
Christian ladies of that section.
'Ms afternoon at 2 o'clock the
funeral services will be conducted at
the Bethel church of that neighbor-
hood, and be followed with interment
at the church Cemetery beside her
brother and Mr. Coghill.
Engineer Buried.
Yesterday afternoon at 3. o'clock
the funeral services over the remains
of4the late Engineer Wm. Shouse
were condu'c'ted at the Matil & F_fin-
ger. undertaking establishment on
Child Died. to°
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT WILL GO 
Charles Neision Wade, died eigh-
THERE TODAY ON LEGAL 
• teen months, died at the cannily home.
BUSINESS 
224 Jackson street. it was rhe child
of Mr. George Wade, who is out of
the city, but returned yesterday after
noon. This afternoon at 2 o'clock the
a funeral services. will be held at the
residence with /interment at Oak
Grove cemetery.
Judge R. 417-301.ightfoot will go to
NVickliffe todaT to appear before
Judge Bugg, in the court there, and
represent Miss Lula Warlord in the
case against Dr. Dorris, wherein the
young • lady got $1,000 damages for
alleged malpractice' on the part of the
physician in setting her broken arm.
The doctor Applied for a new trial
and Judge Lightfoot goer down to
oppose same, on behalf of his client,
Mies Watford.
Letter of Inquiry. .
County Clerk Hiram Smedley has
received a letter- from Mound City,
Ill., parties desiring help in locating
one California Sanger, who is sup-
posed to be here or was here years
ago. The communication is similar
to that one the police department re-
ceived two weeks atm from Mound
City. No one around here seems to
know Mrs. Sanger.
---
Property Sold.
Property on Tennessee street has
been soli by J. W, _Troutman -to
Lucy Young for Simla, and the deed
ledged yesterday for record with the
clerk.
Master Commiseioner Cecil Reed
"Pohl to Alfeed.Levy for $2.900, prop-
erty at Seventh and Trimble streets.
'Property at Eigfhth and Harriv
Weeks was sold to L. D. Sanders -by
'Master Commissioner Reed for $211.
'Land putt in the -county has been
• sold to J. G. -Miller for $337, by R.
L. Gregory.
J. Harris sold county land to R.
L. Grebory for $3to .
ihievea recently entered the homel
(ince occupied by Dente and- rent-
/teased themselnes of rf-lics of the
great poet.. There they ,left 'scribbled
on the walls a statement that the
Florentine.' were fools because of
having salable articles and not know-
ing it..
This iS h bankrnpt safe and must
be sold. Came and look at .this firm
toilet soap at roc p1c box. Z. T.
Long. trustee, Marleetitonste.
The Daily Register, only
week. .i••
IOC. a
LOAN MAN
W. G. LEDFORD ARRESTED
YESTERDAY BY THE
POLICE.
fo-
Charged by Mattie Rotyten With
Having Sold Her Furniture
Without Process of Law.
, W. G. Ledford. one of those loan
company men, was yesterday arrested
by Officers Hessian and Johnson on
the charge 
! 
of, disposing of property 
not belofigiiig to him. The warrant
was gotten out by Manic Rowten,
colored. Ledford executed bond for
his appEaran-cc before Judge Sanders
in the police court this morning.
The Row ten women_ claintenhaf she
borrowed some Money from Ledford
and he took a mortgage upon her
bed, and _other household furnishings.
She contends further that a ftw days
ago Ledford came to her home, and
without- local process of court or
authority, took her bed, • etc., and sold
same to a second hand dealer down in
' the city. ,
'Ledford is connected with one, of
the loan companies on South Fourth
street. His concern is 'of that chat:-
acter against which the city authori•
'
ties' have raised the license to $25o
per year in hopes of scaring them out
of business. Heretofore • e license
ha t# 'seen only $50 per year, but so
many complaints are received re-
garding their manner of doing busi-
nes 'that the municipal. authorities
latt week raised the license to $250.
Tiete are several of them flourishing
here in this city, l
r .
Big Ball at Creel Springs.
Ifrt. Daniel Harkness. new mana-
ger and lessee of the Oiark Hotel of
Creal Springs, Ill., wishes to an-
nounce through the (-ohs:tins of The
Daily Regiater that 4re will give • a
Imid-svinter • ball and banquet on the
even of janusy 17th, and she extends
a 'hearty' weRome to old patrons of
tbe house as we'll ais new ones.
ASS'T CASHIER
FIRST NATIONAL BANK TRIES
DOING WITHOUT THE
OFFICE.
Other Banks Re-elect Old Officers;
but the American-German—It
Elects Today.
Yesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of the board of directors for thz
First Motional bank the old officers
were re-elected by Robert L. Reeves
being chosen president, Moses Bloom,
vice president; Thomas A. Baker,
cashier, and William Wright teller.
The directors are of the opinion that
the office of assistant cashier of the
institution, is a superfulous one, there
fore they 'did not re-elect for that
place. They decided to let things go
on without an assistant cashier and
then if it pro'Ved that business could
be conducted all right without one
the office would be abolisbed alto-
gether, otherwise it will be continued
in full force and effect. Mr. J. W.
McKnight' has been filling the place
ot assistant cashier for some years.
The Mechanics and Fawners Sav-
ings bank re-elected all its officers,
B. H. Scott, president; George C.
Thompson, vcie president,' and J.
Tarbell Laurie, cashier. • ,
The City National bank re-elected
everybodys Samuel 113. Hug'hes, presi-
dent; Joe L. Friedman, vice presi-
dent; James Utterback, cashier, and
Charles E. Richardson, assistant
cashier.
-The Globe Bank and Trust com-
pany re-elected Ed P. Noble presi-
dent; George C. Robertson, vice
president, and Nolen VanCulin, cash-
ier.
The American-German national
hank directors postponed until this
morning their meeting for the elec-
tions.
PICTURE TAKEN
_ -
LIKENESS OF BALLINGER
SENT TO THE TUNICA
POLICE,
Will Chappell Charged With Break-
ing Into the Whitehead Restau- '
rant—Lcn,t Articles.
• -Yesterday Officer Emile Gourieux
took Bud ilallanger to PhOtographer
Soler, of above the Lee Wallpapering
establisnment at Third and Kentucky
avenue, and had two pictures taken of
the darks, who is thought to be the
negro wanted at Tunica, Miss., for
murdering Young Cliftopt, nearly two
years ago. A front view, and also a
back v'ew of the negro was taken,.
and those likenesse4 will be sent to
Mississippi for the authorities of
examine, and sec if he is the proper
man wanted.
. Word from Tunica will be received
back here, by time Ballinger finishes
serving the sentence staring' him in
the face.for alleged petty larceny. Ile
is the . dailcy thought to tie George
Jettkii3s for whom a $1,300 ,,reward is
offered.
Hbusebreabing Charged.
-Yesterday Officers Cross and 'Ter-
rell arrested Will' Chappell, white, on
the charge of housebreaking. It is
claimed ise broke into the William
Whitehead restaurant on' Broadway
between Second and Th'rd streets',
and stole several dollars and many
cigars. An entrance was forced
through a rear window, and when
arrested ygsterdey Chappell had on
him many cigars like those stolen.
'He has been employed around restau-
rants of the city during the past few
years.
Pocketbook Found,
Yestetday Driver John Austin of
the patrol wagon found Lie pocket-
book Of lome• woman, lying in the
street oil South Fourth. lt has in-
side a piece of 'paper showing the
na-me of Boyle, who has bought
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
'TO TRY OUR
I II
2.00 SHOES
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED
We Do Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
mistake by another party who shortly
thereafter -brought it hack, on learn-
ing of the error.•
Fine lettuce for sale; tend", crisp
and cheap. Oak Grave greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
STEAMER SUITS
LOUISVILLE CONCERN TIED
UP THE WHITE OAK -
YESTERDAY.
St Bernard Mining Company Filed
Suit Against Clifton—Major
Lost His Watch.
Yesterday there was filed in the
United States court office of this city
suit for $1,524.52 against the Ohio and
Tennessee Navigation company that
owns pile gasoline towboat White
OA, now lying here. The litigation
was instituted by the Fairbanks-Moss
company of Louisville, and is for ma-
chinery and engines sold the craft.
Deputy United States Marshal Geo.
Saunders came in from Mayfield yes-
terday and served the papers on the
boat that 'has been here several days
laying at the Kilgore factory landing
in Merhanicsburg.
The boat was recently constructed
by the company up about Louisville,
and is the largest gasoline towing
craft around these waters. The Fair-
banks-Moss company furnished the
machinery which does not seem to be
paid for. The steamer arrived here
several days ago en route up the Ten
nes.see river to Alabama to do 'some
towing. Yesterday. the suit was in-
stituted and is set for trial in the fed-
eral court February sth. On tying
tip the eteamcr Major. Saunders left
Captainnlarroll in charge of her as
atchman.
. - For Coal Bill.
Tice •St. Bernard Mining company
yesterday in the federal count filed
suit for $246.19 against the steamer
Clifton. The sum is due for coal and
fuel, so claims the mining .concern.
This boat lays in the #Zennessee river
behind Riglesberger'e mill on South
'
third street. Major Saunders tied
her up and left Engineer E. ,W. Wen
inger as watchman. The craft is own
ed by Captain Jones, and the litigation
comes up before the -judge the 5th of
next month, the sante time of the
above mentioned action.
Lost His Watch.
While walking across the stage
plank leading off the White Oak Maj.
Saunders had. the minforttine to lose
his fine diamond studded watch. The
craft is moored in a rest' of willow
trees, the boughs of which droop over
the stageplank. In going off the
major was stooping hls way thrones
when orre of the limbs caught his
watli chain, jerked the ticker out Of
'his pocket, and snapping the chain,
let fhe watch fall into the river fie
something from lifnry Kamleiter's 
syill recover it ,this morning.
grocery. The purse is at the 'City
Hill • awaiting claimancy by- the 
•Fuller Soap.
owner. 
. • The only soap mentioned in ccript:
• tut. Specially adapted for every-
Overcoat Talon: • body, 2 cakes for 
5c: Don't forget
Last eiVening Mr. Charles.. Adams the math ?In
d 13tilt,`Market house.
of the Friedknan. Keller whiskey
hose. notitieu the police that some- The 
Northwestern of Milwaukee.
one had stolen his overcoat from the Let me tell you
 about it before
ha of the Hart 'House on North you do 'anything,. fu
rther.,
trth street near Jefferson. 'Shortly C. R. 
IllAtFIELD, Agt.
erwards-,he 'phoned that it had .
been stolen,, but just taken (in* Subscribe for the Dail" Register
•
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Newest and Best Music
Latest Copyright Books
Up-to-date Box Papers
And Fine Stationery
By the Pound or Quire
ALL AT CUT PRICES
Harbour's Book Dept.
DON OILBbRTO
at his Optical Parlors hits a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
The Victor for $22.00
12 A BEAUT REMEMBER AM THE FIRS T• MAN T
O PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES 
ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch; $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW F
ROM THE
FACTORY MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INC
REASED SO RAP-
IDLY I IIAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA 
PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I IIANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR B
ROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME. WITH YOUR 
TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU 
ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM, A
LL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
•
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YO
U DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE 
PLAYED AND TR
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY. 
*
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT 
OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER 
MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING T
HEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PA
RLORS ARE OPEN
FROM r P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 5. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, KY.
Nts. 
.William H. O'Brien, bf Lawrence-
burg, was elected chairman of the In
diana democ:atie state central com-
mittee on the third ballot.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that their water rent
expired Dec. 31st. Those who desire
to renew them should do so before it
is forgotten, as all premises not paid
for on or before January loth, will
be shut off
The prompt payment of water
rents will save Vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasanttcluties
and annoyance to the company.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Bnffet,
Palmer Home Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
 —AM!
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Colanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-basil
zSto\;)es,ett2d
Fiarlqittirte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
215-220 Court street. Old phone tart
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in castaacillta .
8
PROTECT 4 _MING BIRDS.
Reservations chlialled by Presi-
dent's der in Three
oations.
Executive orders creating three new
reservations for the protection of the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
to. The. names and locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit islands reservation,"
embracing all of the unsurveyed islands
of the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
Islands at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, ea
the south of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
Mich. This reservation embraces set-
'Ions 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33 34 and 35, in
township 64 north, range 36 west. Upon
these islands between 6,000 and 10,000
herring gulls breed annually, besides a
umber of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largeseand most
Important herring gull colony within.,
the limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation," em-
Huron Islands group lying near the
',tarot islands group, lying near the
south shore of Lake Superior and em-
bracing sections 26. 27, 34 and 36. In
township 53 north, range 29 west, Mich-
igan. Some 1.500 gulls, together with a
number of other water birds, breed upon
these islands annually.
lbe "Passage Key reservation," em-
bracing an island near the mouth of
Tampa bay, on the west coast of Florida,
known as Passage Key. and situated in
section 6. township 34 south, range 16
east. Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little key annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
hunters made regular trips to the is'
and each 'time not only plunero :he
n ets of the fresh eggs, but r' -
stroyed all eggs partially '
and unfit for use. This acena pee
teed annihilation of the colony vi •
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
ing was most Reeve other parties in-
ftugcrated a movement to secure title
to the island fur resort purposes. This
effort, if it had been successful, would
have resulted in a destruction of the
breeding colony, as complete and al-
west as soon as the egg hunters would
save accomplished that end. so that the
erereecia of the reeervatton is said to be
extremely opportune'. -
The National esscveation of Audubon
\ societies has planet wardens in cherge
of each of these reservations, and the
slaughter of the birds and plundering of
, their nests has been stopped.
TRAGED/ES OF THE. MAILS.'
!any Family Skeletons in the Apart-
ment Holmes of New
York City.
"No postmen the country over see so
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force," said the man
In the gray uniform. as he Rghted a com-
forting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cranny in
a furnished
-room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York isa good
place to hide yourself in, and then so
many young men and women coming
lore in search of fine positions or ca-
reers meet witheliscourageinent. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
life itself.
"In flats and Apartment houses when
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or in a boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of servants,
you can see women in all styles of neg-
ligee costumes, hanging over the bal-
ustrades, their eyes just, begging for a
letter.
"One woman in particular I remem-
ber. She lived In a fist four Rights up,
and morning after Morning I would
end her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mail to the
various boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read It in her
lace, which grew thinner every day.
At last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the l'lln.
"Thee there was a nice little girl who
witched for Me every delivery laslosum-
men shed :always ask: 'Anything for
mamma to-day?" and when I'd shake
my head she'd run right upstairs. The
janitor told me about them. The hue.
band had deserted them—and in the
end, as the woman was 'sickly—the
eity had to take care of them. It makes
me tired to think of that nice, bright lit-
tle thing being in an orphanage."
An Ingenious Policeman.
Many tales have been told of the
"finest." but the ingenuity of a Newark
top on trial for ttegiect of duty is hard
to beat.
A jewelry shop had been entered and
a tray of jewels carried off under the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the fol-
lowing conversation took place between
the police commissioner and the ac-
"Why didn't you see the men?"
"I did nee him, your honor, and asked
him what he was doing hanging
around." ,
"What did he say?"
"He said he was lookin' into the loca-
tion, as he was goin' in for jewelry him-
self."
"Well, ha elld. Ile robbed the store."
"Well, your honor. even If he was a
WIC he twat no liar."—N. Y. Sun.
Modern Life.
gge—Is It true that your brother is go-
ats to *tarry his divorced wife?
,.11.—Tes. He becarhe so well ac-
quainted with her durifieg the divorce
. trial that he fell in love with her.—
Bliegende F.:totter. \ .
BLANKETING OF
HRS. WORTHINGTON
B-1- S. E. KISER.
"Robert," tald Mrs. Faddlewalte, "I
•
- "What's the trouble." he asked. -
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know it is so hard for
you to &crap, up money enough to pay
the horrid biils that always come along
about the fi:st of the month, but I
simply mutt have ;20."
"Twent—say, , Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expensed for last
month were $63 more than my sal-
ary? If you ere acquainked with any-
body who eah tell me him to make
ends meet when things are going that
way bring them around and. I'll pay
him well for his time. What do you
want $20 for?"
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Croespateh.
I'll get alone without it some way.
I know that ' net wo'rth half what
I cost you, a: • ed I'm going to take
up eteograph. music or be a Chile-
Gan Scienoe healer or something, so
that I will be able to earn money and
—and not always be such an expense
to you. It must lte js—just terrible
for a man to have to give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when he might have so much if he had
never married her, and—"
"There litte girl what's the use of
talking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
could pile bundles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
privilege of doing what you liked with
'. But really you know, I didn't
xpect to be called on for any -more ex-
ea.s for a few weeks and had it all
egured out so that I'd be just about
able to start in even next month. Of
eourse I can give you the money if
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
it. I appreciate your, kiudness, dear,
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
denial. Never mind, I'll get along with-
out R. I will show you that I can be
brave, even if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you."
"Hurrah! New it's be so pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine use whistling gayly at My
desk as I remember that little old $20
and the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see layself calmly smok-
ing my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as I Watch the rings curl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
dear, let's not quarrel over a little
money. Of course you can have it. What
am I earning money for if it isn't to
give you happiness? And please don"
talk any more about doing things for
the purpose of earning cash yours--
You earn It as it is. Your love is worth
a thousand times what—" .
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers, "forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you?, Ah. if you re"
only know how long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
couldn't love or admire you more than
I do if you wrre so rich that you could
buy everythirg John 'D. has and turn,
him out of house and home. flaee you
the money with you or shall I have to
eet a check cashed?"
"Here it is. What are you going te
buy?"
"Why, you see, I beard from Mies
Westcott. the dresSmaker, yesterday.
and she can come to me three days this
week, so I shall have to get some thine
for her to make "
"But I thought yeti said the other ea,
that you had, all the clothes you were
going to need for awhile?"
"Yes. I have, only Miss Westeott hes
these three days that she can glare me."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are peliged to hire her simply be-
cause ,she has three days for which she
isn't engaged."
"I'm not, tom leer ell Weenie st-e ou
?tee. if I don't take icr Pers. Worth': g-
LOU, who ie erazy to e,st lser, w,ll have
her over there and find out about all th-
things I've had release and the lace rem-
nants and—and—everything, you
know." 
.1
"Well, but why should you care, as
long as your clothes fit _well and look
fine and are just an good es if they had
cost five or six times as much as they
did?"
"Oh. dear!" ens sighed, as she sat
there clutching,, the mopes.. after he had
gone. "I wonder how men, being Re
stupikever manage to get along at all?
—Chleare Record-Herald.
Nuct Obey Orders.
As an illustration of carrying militare
'discipline too tar, this story Is told ht
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cer
tali] colonel who, In the middle of %cam-
paign was seized with a sudden enelor
about hygiene. He ordered that all his
men change their Wes at once. Thie
order was duly carried out, except iii
the case of one eompauy, where the pre
vates' wardrobes had been sadly de-
pleted. The captain of this corfipany in-
formed the colonel that none of bleeper'
could change their shirts, since They
had only one apiece. The colonel beer
tated a moment, tLen said, firmly: 'Or.
ders must be obeyed. Let the men
change shirts with each. Othese"—Bos
ton Herald.
"Learn to Mix." •
"1::•srn to :nix," Is the alit,* eyes/
to hit ee; is by Prof. Frnek J Meer
of the teniveraity of Chleagn. Most
Mille genii-one:I ?roe:clays- do leery
to mix. lefl the trouble is that their
mixing too eften is illiee seith drinks*.
•
Not an Betts:let eecies.
"I see that. scientists ye unearthed
the skeleton of a prehi torte hog ten
feet high in Oregon."
-That's 'pretty high; I saw a living
one six feet high when I was away on my
vacation."
"You're joking."
"No, I'm eat; he occupied two seats is
a crowded coach I was on."—Houstoi.
Post.
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don't you remember whey
he had his coach and horses?
Egbert—Why, certainly I elo.
"Well, he has to gal out and walk
now."
"You don't mean to say he's lost al;
his money."
"No; but he's bought an ,automo
bile."—Yonkers Statesman.
Kale Prise.
"Is he not a cute little boy baby? He
was raised in an incubator."
"Yes; and when he grows up all Go
girls will be fighting to become his
Wife." ,
"Why so?"
"Because he can never brag abott the
pies that mother made,,'—Chicago Dary
News.
Charity in Real Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured some nice stockings lot
your two daughters. Won't they be glad
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum," replied
the poor lady. "Mag an' Liz is party
perticular. Is they openwork stock-
ings, mum?"—Chicago Sun.
Art Note.
Mrs. Syllie—My husband takes a
deep interest in art
Mrs. Oldar—You surprise me.
Mrs. Syllie—Well. it was a surprise
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rownder last night that it was a good
thing to study your hand before you
draw.—Cleveland Leader.
Right, But Left
Miss Bute—Oh, yes, I feel pretty sure
of him. I rejected him when he first
proposed because I was positive he
would try again.
Miss., Koy—You were right; he did
try again and I accepted him last
night. —Philadelphia Press
Not the Same.
"You seem always to be hard up since
you are married?"
"Yes; that's so."
"But you have theerame income you
used to have, haven't you?"
"Yes, but not the same outgo."—Hous-
ton Daily Post.
A Newport Tragedy.
"Terrible about Gladys Astorbiles
marriage."
"What did she do? Marry her coach-
man?"
"Something nearly as bad—married
a man right in her own seL"—Chicago
Sun. ers
Sorrows of Science.
They tell me germs are everywhere
In earth and water and the air,
I'm filled with a dismay complete,
Afraid to drink or breathe or eat.
—Washington Star,
Al) PERPICTUAlt REI MEMORIAM
He—But I thought you'd forgiven me
for that and promised to forget it?
She—Yes. But I didn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven IV
Inferior at Best
"The self-made man Is en the wane,"
He is, and no mistake.
But then, he never was so good
As "mother used to make."
.• —Pack.
Killed.
"poesn't Stubbs write poetry any
more? I haven't seen any of his work
for a long time."
"No; his muse is dead."
"'You don't say! What's the trouble?'
"Married!"—Milwattkee Sentinel.
Where the Money Comes .From.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" asked the
man.
"Yee, lots of patients." replied the
doctor; "and I've got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you In favor of forest pre-
serves?" inquired Mr. Mille.
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr.
Spinks. "I don't remember ever hav-
ing eaten none."—Chicago Sun.
Correct.
*pa. what is a bank examiner?"
"A bank examiner! Oh, he's the
man who goes around and examines
the bank after the cashier has looted
it."—ChIcago Sun.
A Difference.
Col. HIghilyer\What are your rate;
per column?
Editor of Swell Society--For insets
lion or suopressiont—Life.
• Clean Sport
Greene—He goes In for clean sport.
Redd—Fond of swimming, libel
Yonkers Statesman.
_ _
Heroism.
"This little tale of mine," said
Woodby Riter, "is founded upon fact."
"Yaffe; Crittick, "it's very
evident ,that you are the hero of it--
you and no other."
"Why do you say that?"
"I observe that you have the courage
to sign your name to It."—Philadelphia
Presa
Locating the Strong Arm.
Patience—Is she observing?
Patrice—Oh, very; why, when she
masts a man she always does something
to find out whether he is right or left-
handed.
"What for?"
"So she'll know which side of him to
sit on."—Yonkers Statesman.
It's a Pact.
"It doesn't make any difference if a
woman is six feet high and weighs 357
pounds," said the home-grown philoso-
pher.
'Sooner or later some man will come
along who's willing to call her "little
"—Chicago Sun.
BEST WAY TO LOOK AT IT.
' !_t_)Drather Sitdown—What's matter
wit' yet patent leathers, Eas .
Easy Walker—I guess de patent's ez-
pired.—Chicago Daily News.'
Still Looking.
I saw men excitedly searching the sky—
A more frantic concourse I never had
seen_
I said to a man with a telescope: "Why
11 all this commotion, sir—what does it
"We'rmei?e looking for." said be, with tremu-
lous sigh, ..
"A woman who kindled ber fire with ben-
zine."
—Judge,
gorse Sense.
"Pop." e fee
"Yes, my son."
"What is horse sense?"
"Horse sense, my boy, Is • shown
when the animal turns his nose the
other way as a gasoline machine passes
on the road."—Yonkers Statesman.
Delayed Haircut.
Damorles saw the sword euspended by
a hair.
"I would have given a million dollars
for that once," be observed; "you see
my mother made me wear long curls."
Then indeed the king perceived it had
no terrors for him.—N. Y. fillue
A Great Deficiency.
"What makes you so skeptical about
the airship?"
"Because there's nothing that can be
devised in the way of an aerial ambu-
lance and repair wagon that is any
more reliable than the original vete
cle."—Washingtoa Star.
Not Rich.
"I understand that Miss Pert told you
I was rich?"
"Nothing of the kind."
"Why, I understand she did."
"Well, you were mistaken; she said
you had more money than brains."—
Houston Post.
Obliging.
"How long does. it 'Mite to empty this
hall?" asked the lecturer, looking about
the auditorium.
"I don't know exactly." replied the
janitor; "but if you wish, when you be
gin lecturing I'll time 'em."—Yoniters
Statesman.
Got Back at Him.
Algernon—I heah that you and Claw-
rence had an altabcation lawst night..
abd he called youh evahything.
Percival—Yaws; but I got even with
him. deah boy. I called him nothing.
doncher know --Cbicago Daily News.
Here Trifle.
"What is alimony, mamma?" asked
the little boy of his grass-widow
mother.
"Alimony, my son, Ls the pin money
a woman gets after she leaves her
husband."—Yonkers Statesman.
- —
The Difference,
ginowch—Isn't that a Beethoven so-
nata which that young lady is play-
ing?
Growch—lt would be if Some one else
played IL—Cleveland Leader.
His Pride.
"Percy is proud of the fact that he
wears boy's size gloves and shoes."
"He also wears Ihfants' slze hats,
but I don't suppose he is proud of
that."—Houston Post. -
Seems Reasonable. • -
"Why do they call it *Sunk)? Ltslyr "
'Perhaps because such a large rropor.
thin of the population is occupied In dis-
pensing shinese.—Chicago Sun
'Charity's Usual Stunt.
"Our society just gave away 2,001
'pairs of stockinge."
"Ah, rherity covers a multitude of
shinsi"--Chioago Sun.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. & Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hour,
7 to g a. m.; I to 3 p. rn., 7 to 9 p. na.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone sae at the office, both
NO=
a 
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, gob Broadway—Phoos see
Residence, In Broadway.
Phone x49.
-
J. C. Floarisoy Cecil Kest
'FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS'
Rooms so, is and IS, Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH. KY.
I
Dr. B. T. Han
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, lee
Nort hitifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay, Old Phone 1691
—1-
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
4131 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 31
Paducah, Kentucky.
ELL Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE sae NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONrES
itesidence acid Offsita ass
OLIVER, OLIVER & leGREGOR,
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Penton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone 114. Old Phone 333.
it. T. Hessig. M. D.
. • • Residence.
Mighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
...—.11111111
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
soo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to ro a. me
p. nx. and 7 to g p. a.
It.'
J. K. HENDRICK. J. O. MiLLEllt
WM, MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms I, a and 3 Register Build.
ing, 513 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts sf the
state. Both phones 31.
DR. R. E. MARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. eat.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Truitt
• Co., so6 Broadway.
A Cinch.
"Why do you believe theirs 'will t:..p an ,
exceptionally happy marriage?"
"They are both orpkans."—Hor ,pgj
Post.'
4
FINE TRAINS
TO
Florida
via
Southall flailfvay
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at, 8:50 a..
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without ohange. Dining car
serves all meals -en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving
7:45 m., carries obaervatioa
sleeper (Idly except Sunday, Loins-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at" to p. a.
next day. From Danville tins is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pulf-
man skeper leaves Louiayille at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia anti Savannah, arriving at
Jackconville at 9 a m
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st. are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via AsheviRe and "Land ot
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and eeturniag via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa. . •
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely 'il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address arty agent of the Southern
Railway or C. If. HungcrLerd, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. ft. Atka.
A. G. P. A $1-Louis. W. C.
Risesreon, 
.
 
12. A, 0. & C.
Route, Cincinnati. •.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
4
lp
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
brig of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping. Cars, front Chicago, St. I
Louie. Cincinnati and Louisville
ri ad for reaching the Winter Tom'.
1st resorts of the •South, including
iANew leans, Vicksburg.
Gulf Miss, Hammond, La.
t
ardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
sa
, '00. Gulfport is a Mexicali gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Sort herl" Hotel. Regular'
ocean steamship ' sailings from New
Orleans. for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send :or. call...„.for descriptive matts!„.
iii regard to the above.
On Friday, Ikcember let, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No. r, now leaving Louisville. at
7:0 a. m., well depart at 8 a. in.
, No: 9, sow leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. in., will depart at 3:35 p. m.
No. a; new leaving Louisville at
7:25 p. a., wilt depart at 7:15 p. a.
No. 214 now leaving Lexington at
6 p. in,,, will depart at 5:40 p. Im
NC I, now leaving Lexington at
5:30 p, no., will depoet at 5 r. a.
Corresponding changes will be
mask at local stations ' an/ paitsen-
gers intending to use these trains
should crinsult tic*" egrets far com-
plete information.
C. H. IritINGERFeRB., D. P. A.
_
e
Havana Via New Orleans.
Baratta. Cuba, is best peached ma
the lilinais Central throtigh service
New Orleans and the new oceaa •
liner, twineierew, nineteen knot
S. 8. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:00 p. m. and arriving at
Havana at susrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Plot Springs, with con-
nections at Nternphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
kCar Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
'south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga aid At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali,
fornia via the Illinois Central an
New Orleans under the auspice, of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and. and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a- stop-over at New
Orleans for the Marsh Gras. Entire
trips made in seccial peivate vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullman's, with
dining car service. Festinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to Catiforivia. Excursion cars
throtegh to Los Angeles and San
Fraiesisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Seathera Roulet ev-
ery Friday front Chicago; every !rues
day freiro Cincinnati and Lotlisville
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
e, y Wednesday from Chicago..
Full Partictears concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addressing either of the
undersigned. V
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cincinnati.
phis.
A. H. ITANSON, P. T. M.,
; Chicago.
S. G. MATCH, G. P. A.,
'64 - Chicago. •
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Lou.
John 'A. Scott, A. G. R. A., Morn
•
I
•
•
•I.
•
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FIND OP 'ANCIENT EIETLON.
__
-
11.nbeross et.WIlltainebeirga L. we lime
'area_ least styrenes C. fel
Old V iv Wetter.
What seemed to be fragments od •
olsiagnetio Lron meteor, vettioh may have
Ileecended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who axe, excagating a *ells.
est Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelis
Street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die
*every was made at a depth of 40 fast,
It being necessary to remove a kill 3*
feet high before the sidewalk level was
ereached.
Upon reaching • ten-foot depth Ii
Ike cellar excavation the men cams
lopes the hard subetanoe, and at arse
Willey*/ it nothing Mit maid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
ea examine it more eleeely. and
When they cut into • Wags pie.. of
Ski matter they found the Ulterior was
• solid mass of iron ore beseath •
lierslase several lashes deep et hare
,Oned yellow *lay.
9 l'ha search was extended further,
Gad the men earns upon a perfeotly
ad ape's head and alms a ram's
Afl the matter was turned over
ak N. Schell, the contractor,
• will transfer the relics to some
111111114111111.
"It appears to me," said Mr. fished,
'that when this meteor fell, perleaps
centuries ago, It struck the earth like
• shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient Is evident
boa the hard yellow clay whist' ear-
mounts each piece."
• 
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
Isse.anvtag Devise et se:petal Neve
te se Placed en awn. elks
Wouralttre.
The navy department is previding
some of the warships with • new life
raft, says a Washington spools) ti
the New York World. It 0011s103A.4.
an elliptical eopper tube eosoewhat
flattened, with air-tight eonspara
nta strengthened by fine. The
Fbe is messed in cork, wound withi
imams and made absolutely water*
tight. Attached to this float I. 111
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden Slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
on the inner side if the foot 'rots
3ings which travel on lashings, o
that the bottom rests •• :he proper
position. no matter which side of the
Goat falls upon the weber when it
I. thrown overboard. It does not re
quire to be righted, adjusted or
tarried about; It Is ready for Gerrie+
She moment it strikes the water
Oars are attached to the sides of ths
Seat to propel it when it is eocupied.
Itamegh persona gannet get on this
graft to sink It, and, unlike the life
theat. It cannot impalas far founder,
' ear, like • raft re to piesee against
the sides of • ahip.
Tb• war dep.rtment is considering
She adviaabillty of equipping army
eransporte with the same sort of
4041.
NAUTICAL ECM ilL AT MANILA.
- -
-
Iltivnli 01111elals t• fly-flPereyttlear Poo.
..111 10 1 ** KIN1,/•111,11
of lb. lasiltaU•cr.
Nave. officials at Mani!a leterel to de
everythesg possible for it. success 01
‘he-nansikal school at tbnt piece. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government.. It brie been in
4 • charge of Lieut. l
ei herd H. Townley,
United States navy, e ho was recently
detached fr In that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg.
vier business relatir a wi'e army sule
sistence officers at Aeries. Aziether
--officer has been placed in charge of the
:Institution.
The school offers • free editent Ion N
residents of the Philippine bewails in
such professional duties as will equip
*be cadets to perform tits dirties of
masters and officers of irerchalie vea
eels. Bet, while the•edeeittina is &ha a
jy of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the sttelents also are given broad
•and liberal instruntion in the general
branches of mathematics, geography.
crammer, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
eettool with a practice ship to corn.
bin c practical with theoretical instrua
Mon in navigation, searoseiship. and
the general require.nente of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepered.
e -
C
fftvelles• Totratenplty fee Warrillps.
Rear Admiral Rradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will polut
eat In his annual report, says a New
ret,Tork Herald dispatch from Waseltae-
Y ton. the necessity of equipping Amer-
loan men of war with•system of vvire
kis telegraphy. As soon as the sp.
propriation lidobtalned be will recom-
mend *he system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Etcher&
son Clover, naval atteehe in London,
.11 deeply occupied with Ids current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that • wire-
less telegraph expert be sent 1.11 E 11 Fr
Wed to represent the navy in the
• trials of the two new swears do
walloped by Lloyd's agency.
leteolrjeltr en New York Central.
Electricity for, the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
dams front the city's limit, to the
Grand Central eet•tinn, is nine. thee
• a pdesiblity of the near filter I. It le
satd that an electric engine, in many
of its detail, uraike anything now ta
eerviee, has been prriected, and that
It will aeon have • tred If its sue
Will 10 as great as Is promised, steam
power may pass from the °needs b •
Oral siation before )i•ouary 1, 101
Caine elf *arm Loy .•
Minnesota farm lands have js
linamd more Shea 100 per oes_
otitte_iltert•e 400soil e7os seam •
,iWANTED---A 4 SERMON.ti 404
'putt One Ilnoere an Did Not Bind.
el
; BY Z. 8.(2FRIEDILAIL ,n, ifrA
I er
- -Pi
The Rev. Hiram Stoddard-akltrdeet,
best and sincerest among \ men-had
been called from an obscure town to
guide the destinies of one of Chios-
go's largest and Most fashionable con-
gregations. On Sunda/ he was to
preach his first sermoVkand he e was
naturally anxious to put forth the best
efforts of which he was capable, not
only in order to maintain but also to
further his reputation for brilliancy,
eloquence and originality of thought.-
He began, therefore, to work on his
Introductory sermon several weeks in
advance. But somehow all the topics
he chose failed to satisfy him, and he
dismissed one after the other as being
either hackneyed, uninteresting, down-
right dull or untimely. He wanted
something that would lit the hour and
stir his congregation by its fitness.
As the appointed Sunday appreaehed
the Rev. Hiram Stosidard grew more
and more nervous, and he who had
such facility of invention and phrase,
to whom a sermon had been as noth-
ing at all, now found that a sermon
was everything in the world. 1-its
anxiety put a stumbling block in the
way of his abilities. If he had merely
'hewed his anxiety to one side his
quick mind would have found a clear
path-a bit of advice as good as it is
useless to a man in the clutches of
worry.
Thursday night found the reverend
gentleman in the library of his new
home in Michigan avenue, wretchedly
ill at ease and all but on the verge of
despair.
e'rom time to time he gazed restless-
ly at his well-stocked shelves in the
hope that some booa would help him
out of his quandary.. He arose once or
twice as id inspired, fingered the fat
roliimee and thea. sat - down again,
;sighing to .himse hopelessly. i
"A walk mighf .c) me good. and clear
the vapors Trope spy brain," said the
minister to hinisiedt. So, giving over
all further atterceti as useless, he putp
on his hat and t and passed out into
the night. :
He walked mirth along Michigan
aveaue. his hands crossed behind his
back, his brows puckered, still think-
ing of his sermon eespite himself. It
bad cccurred to him that the sight of
the roiling waters of the lake would
serve as an inspiration, but in his ab-
sent-mindedness 'he forgot about the
lake altogether- and, heedless of where
he wept, turned westward. 1
All unaware of it. the Rev. }Break
Stoddard, his eyes bent on the ground
In search of his elusive sermon, bunt
himself in the heart of a squalid, pore
erty-stricken district that presented a
violent contrast to the neighborhood
out of which be had just passed. •
U his mind kid been concerned
more with what was going on outside
of It and less with what was going on
Inside of it, if he had been more alive.
to impressions. the minister might
have asked himself an endless number
of questions concerning this contrast,
Its causes, its justiacstion, its results,
bat, as it was, he passed on without
reliecUng, his eyes bent on the ground,
his aands crossed lehind his back.
• long rove of dark, forbidding tene-
ments loomed pp. Out of the doorway
of the most ramshackle of these two
men passed and one said to the other'
"Old Latham is iqueezing us pretty
bard. The rent is going up neat
month, and I don't know hove I cas
stand it!" . .
"I one by the papers," replied kis
Companioa. "that Latham has just
made the church a handsome gift.
"He's got to square the two ends some-
how, I suppose.".
"I suppose SO.," said the other for-
lorniy;"but I wish some one would ex-
plain to me bow he justifies himself."
The two men paesed out.of sight
and --earshot. T air oonvereation
skimmed, so to sae, over the surface
of the lister:tern preoccupied mind, not
even rudling it, leaving no linpiession
behind.
Suddenly it dawned on the Miele-
ter's attention that it WAS growing
late and that it was high time to re-
turn, and he retraced his steps, dis-
tressed beyond measure to think how
the valuable minutes were dying and
leaving him without a topic for a ser-
mon.
On the way-homeward he passed the
unsightly- tenements again. A crowd
had gathered around a patrol wagon
that stood in front of the last building
of the row. If the minister had paused
to inquire lie migiet hive learned the
a night laborer, working at a base-
ment foundation, had been killed,' that
he had left a family penniless and
that under the terms of his contra&
he bad absolved his employdrs from
all responsibility In case of accident.
But in his haste the Rev. Hiram Stod-
dard/concluded that the disaster was
the ccnsequence. of s drunken brawl
and he walked on, his mind still die-
eraught by his missing sermon. .
Finally he reached his houile, en-
tered -his library, it his --lamp and
plunged into a profound though trou-
bled reverie. Then his eyes happened
to fall on. a college catalogue that lay
on his desk and by a subtle process of
association "The Abuse of Athletics in
Our Universities" seggested itself as a
'topic tot his discourse.
"Why didn't I think of that before?"
exclaimed the Reveadliram Stoddard,
as he set to work on his saloon en-
thuslaatically.-Chicago featly News. -
Precisely.
"What sort of canals are the onsets§
professor?"
"litufely imaginary, My boy."
'Vast-like the one at Panama, *gr...
kislimes Clistrier-Journal. _
RUNG BY BREEZES.
BELLS OF GLASS AND METAL
HAKE SWEET MUSIC. —
Range in Price from Twenty-Five
Cents to Two Hundred Dol-
lars--Where They Are
Used.
The wind bell, as its name implies,
is made to ring by the action of the
wind. In fact the wind bell is lot a
bell at all, strictly speaking, but a
contrivance composed of a number of
pendants suspended in a circle from
a ring and hung close together so that
they will come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed by the
wines.
Some trind bells produce sounds that
are very Pleasing and musical. Some
are made with glass pendants, some
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple i construction,
others are large and massive and
elaborate.
Wind bells range in pace from 25
cents to $200. The original home of
the wind bell is Japan.
In its simplest form the wind bell is
composed of a number of narrow
stripe of glass, perhaps six inches in
length, suspended lengthwise from a
wire ring about two inches in diam-
eter. Within the circle formed by tne
strips thus suspended is hung by one
corner a little square piece of glass
half way down the length of the long
stripe, the strips and the square piece
being ornamented with various Japan-
ese characters and designs. This wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with ene another and with the
square suspended among them.
But slightly more expensive than
this eirnplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
terent lengths, and with a number of
squares of different sizes, such a wind
bell producing a greater variety of
tones.
Another inexpensive sort of wind
bell has a number of very smell bell
shaped metal objects suspended on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
hanging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal Objects when the
bell is swayed Ord the wind.
Still another not costly form of wind
bell has for pendsqts a member of
verionsly colored ,leaf shaped pieces
of metal, metallic leaves of various
forms and sizes, suspended around
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing-the
leaves being of different sizes and
thickneseml-* --variety of musical
tones.
• metallic wind bell that sells for
$35 and occuplei vertically a space of
about three feet has, suspended around
from a ring &beet a foot in diameter,
• number of pen-lants, each composed
of several curious metal objects strung
one below the other. Below this circle
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the bell is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
the lantern being &shout a foot in
height.
• larger wind bell of metal, one that
sells 'for $75, has no laatern, but a
lagers hoop and longer and larger and
more numerous pendants, toeh ((im-
posed of several mcial cbjects at-
one beipw ete other.
A strange. id ne' gratesciee, wind
metal, one that sells for Ma
has tar a to piece a sand metal con-
stsartion two feet or more in diameta
and shaped like a great shalloat bowl,
awe here hanging ireverted and with.
She pendants hanging three 'feet or
WWII let length around from its outer
edam. The pendants of this great wind
bek, *gob composed of a number of
okay shaped tebjects suspended one
liall101, are other along it, vary in
ismalb, and at the end of a number
et the pendants hang odd email bells
torigues.
Wiled bells in their less expensive
sad more familiar forms are hung or
perishes in summer, where the Lreezei.
eau Sax with them and make the
tialeire or produce their Ir. us
settees. In winter such wind
may be hung at windows more or less
likely to be opened at the top, where
the wield ean-strike them..
lima wind bell of metal with the
isemeen hanging below It would prob-
able/ be bung In a hall, where it would
be sounded when the door was opened.
The great wind bell would, in Japan.
I. brag in some t9sn4plc's grounds.
and •eiterably near the gate. Here it
retold be hung is, a garaen.
Clawcy's Hort, in a Race.
A soled man in Springfield was Mi-
Omni Claacy. a contractor, who had be-
some rich. Lie kought a string ef.horses
and entered them for the Saratoga meet.
We raised his horses for the fun of it,
and I ar0. bet. One day he bad a horse
mitered that teemed to haete so excel-
lent a *hence to win that he bet ten doe
Isrs en it.
Wive the horses got away Clai-n.
steed in ths grand stand watching them
thrbegiri.0 field glasses. Some of his
friends, knee:leg cif the ten dollar Let.
crowned about and began to joke him.
"Wkere's your horse now?" Clancy
was asked.
Clancy surveyed The field carefully.
"I mina quite make out," he replied,
avireeher he is last in the third race or
first is khe &tart h."-Biestoli Herald.
e
Observant Youth.
"aay, Bob," said the seinen girl to the
entail y. "what are relations?"
"Relations." was the answer, "are
falieiltutt keep mother working to hard
for tele!. they'll (rotae. around on a tour of
Inspquon.and say she isn't a good
reper:"- Washington fitae
•
THE BARKING OF A MOUSE.
Question Propounded by Naturalist
Who Heard Something
Singular.
A mouse began to make a disturb-
ance in the paper back ()Limy desk the
other night, just as my wife and I set-
tled down after supper to read, says
a writer in Forest. and Stream. He
was a new arrival from some neigh-
boring barn. Th..y have found a way
luta my study up through the sheath-
ing of the sliding door. Mrs. A. is very
tender-hearted with all living things
except such small deer as interfere
with her housekeeping. These she
persecutes relentlessly. Her mouse-
trap was forthcoming at once, and,
baited with a little cheese, was slid
under the desk. It is one of these dia-
bolical contrivances which smash a
wire loop down on the victim.
It was ohly a few moments till we
heard its vicious click. Immediately
afterward I heard distinctly a eerie,'
of rapid kspirated squeaks which made
me hustle the trap out in haste to re-
lieve the sufferer. Knowing how dead-
ly the trap is, I was surprised at hear
ing any sound. I was even more I)
when I saw that the little victim had
teen caught by the descending striker
square across the tack on the lungs
it, heart was still fluttering, but it
seemed to me impossible for it to have
drawn breath enough to make any
sound whatever.
Then I remembered that the squeaks
were more like barks of frig& than
Screams of pain. Somewhat wonder-
tagly, therefore, I set the trap again
to see if there was a companion
Within five miutes it nailed another
There was no sound this time excel)!
that of the trap. Both were immature
females. What I wish to know is. did
No. 2 bark when No. I was caught?
Do mice ever exhibit fright and sur-
elise by whistling or barking?
NEW YORK CABBAGE HEA
DS
Seed from the Empire State Produce
the Most of Those Grown
Abroad.
Cabbage heads are mostly New York-
ers-at least the vegetable variety in
seed form. From the summer land 01
California come the flower seeds.
There are more than 600 seed farm*
in the United States devoted to the
production of vegetable, field crop and
flower seeds, some as large as 1,006
acres. To scientific methods in seed
growing is credited much of the im-
provement accomplished in many eco-
nomic and ornamental plants, the most
careful selections being made from
year to year to the mother plants for
the next year. Immense quantities of
farm and garden seeds are sent to
Europe, and extremely few, such as
fancy grass seeds, are imported thero
from. Of clover and grass seeds hun-
dreds of tons are annually exported,
Yankee clover being in especial de-
mand abroad. In most European cqun-
tries are seed control stations, where
seeds are tested by simple, interesting
methods, much of it done by young
girls. • There are 40 stations in Ger-
many, which have created such a sen-
timent for pure seeds instead of adul-
terated that the best dealers billed!,
submitsamples of their mere ndise
for proof of quality and guarantees.
The department of agriculture in Yen-
keelsod purposes to establish a sim-
ilar system if congress can be per-
suaded to enact the requisite legisla-
tion
AS GEOGRAPHY 16 LEARNED
Illustrated in the Lesson Anewers of
a Young Expert in the
Study. ^
Little Rob was the rrise geographer
of hi3 close; that in, 112 could locate
cli.:rs and bound countries with great
gidieess, uays Success Massa:Ana He
meld draw the most realistic -maps
peZtiae in the rivers, mountain nage:
au I (Atte.; froen meraory. Rob contrite
erect geography purely in the light of a
geme, In which he always beat, but
he ne•.tr associated It with the great
world auout him. Rivers, to him, were
no more than black, wiggly lines,
cities were dots, and states were blots
New York was green, Pennsylvania
was red and California was yellow. 01
course Rob had never traveled, lie
was burn in a canyon near the coun-
try school he attended. One day the
teacher made the discovery of Rob's
Idea of geography through the follow-
ing incident. After vainly inquiring
of several of the children where kirlt-
len Columbia is located, she called on
Rob, who, as usual, was waving his
hand excitedly, wild with the enthu-
siasm of pent-up knowledge.
"It is on page 68," he declared. -
After the roar had subsided, the
teacher explained that that was only
a picture of British Columbia. Then
she asked Rob to bound British Co-
lumbia.
"Can't, teacher; it is all over the
page."
National Time.
Americans get their correct time from
allele room in the Naval observatory
located .on Georgetown heights, in the
suburbs of Washington. The observa-
tory Waif originally intended to detect
errors in ship chronometers and to reg-
ulate them properly,- This work consti-
tuies one department at the Institution,
but perhaps its most itiiixortant func-
tion is that of being the nation's time-
keeper.
Mosquito-Killing Fish. .
Some very small West Indian fish,
locally known as "Millions." are thriv-
ing in the Zoological Gardens, London.
Barbadoes is the home of this species,
and it is suggested that the immunity
of that island from the malarial mos-
"pato may be due tilt its presence.
••••••••.•••••••••••
Rushed Him Out, HUBBY'S llANGUE.-
"My father Sit:11 he feels as spry its
when he went to oolle " rematteraSc,
the pretty girl.
"Don't dotibtalt;" replied her suitor.
"He impressed me that he was kill a
college student last night."
"You don't say! in what way, Har-
ry?"
"Why, he gave me a arm
Chicago News.
From Bad to ;Worse.
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, as he
climbed into a freight car, "l'm glad de
government doesn't own de railroads."
"Why?"
"Because when we takes a free ride
now de worst dat happens is to be put
off. But, it de government was runnin'
tie lines we'd be arrested fer graftln'
sure."-Washington Star.
At the• Employment Mee.
-Do you see the tall cook in the blue
gingham apron? Well, ten housewives
have tried her in the last ten days and
she has left them all."
"Gracious! Her name must be 'Se-
cret'"
"Why so?"
"Because ne woman can keep her."-
Chicago Daily News.
Sure Cure.
"Did you see my picture in this
morning's paper?" said the publio
man.
"No," said the wit, shrieking with
Laughter. "What were you cured of?
Ha, ha!"
,"Of vanity, after I saw the picture."
answered the other sadly.-Cleveland
Leader.
A Joke with a Diagram.
"You're an angel," declared the
young man.
"Do you mean to tell me that I'm
masculine?" naughtily inquired the
girl.
N. B.-New York preachers have de-
cided that all angels are of the rual
sex.-Chicago Sun.
Seclusion Necessary.
Mrs. Psmith-But how did you man-
age to keep that secret a whole week,
dear?
Mrs. Kjones-It wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away froin the Browning
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I easn't at home.-Cleve-
land Leader.
His Good Advice.
"Yea, mother, I told him I was the
best speller in our class at school."
"And did he give you the lob?"
"No, mother, he gave me some words
to spell, Lad I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school ice
another spell." - Cleveland Plain
•
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't it?"
"Ye-es."
"Do you notice the glamour the art-
ist has thrown over it?"
"No, I don't. But if it was mine I
would throw a horse blanket over it.-
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet.
Rownder-Blame the luck, anyhow!
Lusher-What's the matter?
Rownder-Aw, my wife alwaysitade
up for me, when I'm out late at night.
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine comes
after me.-Cleveland Leader.
The Humor of It
"Do you see anything funny about
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"Yes," answered the cynical manager
"It items funny to me that he should
have imagined it jwas funny "-Wash-
ington Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For .books my clerk has little tes.
Tint though she Is not y's„ •
r a makes me watch my p'• and ea
When looking In her
—Philadelish:a Press.
"A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
-Philadelphia Bulletin.
Unanimous.
"I'm saddest when I sing," she screamed:.
Said her hearers. "Holly gear •
She ain't the only pebble
On the beach, for so are we."
—Houston Post.
A Lucky Circumstance.
First insurance Financier (after tes-
tifying, nervously)'--How did i acquit
myself?
Second Insurance Financier (fierce
ly)-There was no jury! —Puck.
Victim of an Imposition.
Sharpson-You seem disappointed
with that new society novel.
Platz-Disappointed? I'm disbusted.
It's a fraud. It isn't even objection-
able!-Chicago Tribune.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-Mother says she wants
to be cremated.
Mr. Young-All right-I'll attend to
It at mace. Call her, will you?-Cleve-
land taader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The first husband eloped with her,"
slid Miss Cayenne
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with them."-Washing-
ton-Star.
Rind to the Limit.
"Was he kind to his family?"
"I should say he was. He couldn't
have been kinder if be had been an
Insurance president."--Cleveja• Main
node%
1 . No, my dear, I am la no condition tel
1 go out again to-night. You seem to
forget that all day long I have been
on my eeet, talking insurance to peo-
ple until I'm hoeree, and all so that
you can wear good clothes and live la
a comfortible home. I haven't taken
you out for seven weeks, and you're
sick of sitting around doing the mend-
ing and wishing you were dead?
By hokey, that's a woman! That's
appreciation for a man who nlaves all
day just for a woman's sake, and
when he's so worn out that he can't
move, and his ankles ache, and his
stomach ain't in good shape, and the
barber cut his chin three times, which
may bring on blood poisoning-in fact,,
lt feels very queer right now-then
you harp and harp on the subject of
my not taking yea out.
No, Maria, I don't want anything
put on my cuts. Leave my face alone
I hate anyone eternally picking at me
--I really do. And quit that snuffling
The least little thing which happens
means you turn on the water works,
Indeed! This is the first night I've
stayed home, and for all I care yes
could go without pleasure all yam
life. See here, Maria! I am out ail
night, and why? Because I am wort-
ing, woman. That's the reason! Talk-'
ing insurance to men I can't find dare
ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs and
hotels. I have to, in my business. 1
If I didn't guzzle so much boos, I
wouldn't need to make so much net*
ey? Maria, your language is sickens;
lug; tooze is no word for a lady to use
and it cuts a man to hear his wife,
whom he guards every way, get ,oll
any of that stuff. I said it when I
came in with a bun on, and told you
I'd had some of the best he town? A
woman who artfully worms things oaf
of a person when he is so tired and
weak from overworlt that he is hall
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At the corner here
took cnr glass of beer, to revive my-
elf. and that is all. I smelt like I had
taken a bath in it? Say, Maria, I hate
Vulgarity. The reason I came in quiet-
ly Was in order not to disturb you, and
the thanks I get are that you sit up in
bed and bawl me out! I did leave my
shoes outside in the hall, I admit, an*
I put my Heart overcoat in the icebox
because I don't knost where yenekeep
things anyway, and it seemed a good
place. Keep right on laughing, ma-
dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that I
left only one shoe and a bottle of gin
in the hall and put the other shoe
away in the umbrella stand, where i
alwaye hide bottles? Bah! I won't
discuse it. I'll take one of those
nickel torches I have to smoke so that
you can wallow In luxury and sit over,
here and read. No, I'm not going tel
read the dope. I Joel even Miami
what you mean. Din get these
for a nickel? Yes, I did. (By J
that ain't a regular lie. A feller en
tell a fib sometimes. She'd fly clear
up and hit the sky if I told the truth
about 'em.) Why do you turn up your
nose, Maria? You know it don't mime
a freckled pug nose any handsomer.
Your father laughed and laughed)
when you told him rbout my self-de-
nial and nue nickel cigars? He Pal&
they were 25 cents each and I. mutt
have a pull if I get 'em cheaper? Tourf
rather is a confounded meddling old)
'dire! Said the gang in that naw club
I'm in would trim me good, did be?
And I ought to have some one teed'
me to play pool and poker?
LOM.Ine tell-you, Maria, I ain't been,
stuck for a game since I've been in it,
and, counting outedrirks and smokes
a fellow's got to buy if he's a winner.
I quit all to the good every night this
week, and-well, I'm going out!
Is that so? You were only kidtlingt
Your father hasn't been here at ail?
By Jove! Give me the innocent, cling-
ing wife of my mother's time. A man
could live in peace. Oh, yes. Of course,
you think you've got it on me now.
Maria, just because I said what el did
just for fun. But a woman aan never
see a Peke, of course.. .
My mother never made nasty erecter
and snooped around in an underhand
manner, trying to catch a man in a
lie. What? Yeti and etre tele a gold
laugn? aase's the one who put you
next about the cigars and said I'm
my father over again, all right? Hum.
Talk about a phonograph! A woman's
got 'em beat. Jabber, jabber forever
about nothing! Rats! I sit here with
a high fever from the cold I got
standing in drafts, tending to business
and aching all over, and when I gal
on my feet every step is agony, and
you (Joel care! You don't even-Holy
Moses! Is this Wednesday? Great
Scott! You'll have me off my 'nut
completely soon! Here the big Tam-
many parade's coming off and I've get
to walk in it and carry a flag ,on a
cane! I've got to go clear down to
Battery Dan's district to meet the
boys and march to Tammany halt
'
Where'll they think I am, and me one
of the marshals?
The party could go to ruin for all
you'd care. I repose. Where's my hat
and coat? Who took my gloves' And
gimme that 50 cent.; I gave you for the
rent; I might need it. Spry enough on
my feet to walk sit reilet am I? 3
refuse to bandy words with you,
Maria! The party needs me, and ant
on the job, see? I ain't got time to
title It out nowl-N. Y. Telegram.
Ruined by the Humorists.
"See here," demanded the publisher
of 'Anybody's Maillzine, "don't you
know that winter is over? Here's yes4r
April number with six poems &biota toe
and Snow."
"Can't 'help It," sighed the weary ed-
itor. -The newspaper humorists have
got things at such a point that'nobody
will submit a poem oa spring."- Wows
11111t. • -
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KLEP1 JR..
LI AWAKE
Take a Bile Capsule every 30 days,
and make it perform its functions
'A torpid liver throws,. the :Arihole
system out of gear. Avoid this dis-
arrangement of the functional organs
and nu will be healthy. One Bile
Capsule every month domi the work.
Manufactnred only at
-M'rlIERSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Thursday Morning, Jan. ii, 1906.
LOCAL NEWS
. I
-The Chinese colony here is Pre-
paring to celebrats the Chinese New
Year. that comes oni January 24th. -
-The police have not yet succeed-
,cd in finding relatives here of John
Yaden, who was, kilted Tuesday at
Decater, Jit
-In the' batikrbpt court yesterday
a petition was filled asking that a
distribution of to per cent. ht
in the ?Roses Schwab case.
--The ,Young Ladies Aid socie,
of the Trftnble street et hod
church H meet this afternoon ..1
3 o'clock'w*h Miss Strong, of Thir,1
and Madison streets,
-.4di big shipment of new trolley
wire has been received by the traction
company that will put it up right
away.
-The Willing Workers 560iety of
the Evangelical church will meet with
Mks. Louis Dilk this afternoon, at her
home on South Third street.
.-Clifford and Bessie, children of
Mr. Frank Roark. have scarlet fever
at their home on South Fourth.
TRUSTHS OBJECT
TO BE FORWARDED TODAY
TO REPRESENTATIVE
HEAD.
President Williamson. of Board, Yes-
terday Completed His Com-
mittee List.
roader and 
_saloonkeeper, is- in the
city from Carbondale, Ill.
. -Messrs. Joe Sinnott' Ind Fired Mc-
Knight leave Atortly for a sdjOdlit in
St. Louis. 
.
Col. J. R. Lemon, of the Mayfield
Messenger, w::s among the visitors in
Paducah yesterday.
Caglain J. Bush, of Smithland,
reterrffed home yesterday after visiting
Ms- son-in-law.. Lawyor Cnarles C.,'
Grassham.
Mr. 5.• F. Huth 'hat gone to Phil-
adelphia, Da.. 611 business.
Mrs. tarscin end Claueliter,
of Jonesboro. are visiting the
family of Mr k - harks Voight„ of
South Fifth strett. '
Mrs. Robert Clarke, of New York,
and sister, Miss Arnie James, of Ev-
ansvil-k, have gone- to the latter city
after visiting '.1feselatnes Tatra Fow-
ler• an & Birdie Campbell.
Mr. R. J. Turnbuli has gone to
Chicago on business.
Mr. Will Clv-k, the wholesale ssro-
cer, returned from St. Louis yester-
day.
Mrs. John T. Yancey yesterday
went to visit relatives in Grand Riv-
ers, Ky.
Mrs. Alex
I'm visiting
ee of Cairo
ABOUT THE PEOPLE T E KENTUCKY
, 6 
TELEPHONE 548.
Mrs. Willi;:m Hudson and children .
Irene and l:arry, of Jonesbro, Ark., FRIDAY NIGHT
 JANIJARY
 12 '06' .iting --Lite -for iner's--paxeixt*, Mr- - - - - -
and Mrs. J. AK Byrd, of We it Triinble 
.
street, 
- ' . ' 
- 
"A PLAY EVERY SOUTHERNER SHOULD SEE."
,
Mr. Milce Conway, ithe'former rail- "TH[
 cLANsmikturned. from Atlanta, Ga.. '
Patton 'has returned
her sister, Mks. Thomas
•
Mr. Henry J. Arenz is in Memphis,
Tenn_ on business.
_Mr. Robert B. Phillips and family
hive moved in from Arcadia to their
winter home on Jefferson near Ninth.
Mr. B. A. Bolton, of Louisville,
has anrived 'here to attend the bed--
side of his sister, Nriss Lucy Bolton,
who is precariously ill at the home
of her other hrother, Mr. Lee Bolton,
of Boyd street.
Mr. George Bleich, of Ohio, is vis-
iting his brother, Justice John J.
Bleicb, the jeweler.
Captain A. B. Smith, the timbe •
inan, left for the Tensessee river last
evening.
Mrs. Carrie Girardey left last even-
ing for Us Angeles, Cal., to join
her husband, Mr. ,.J.... Girardey,
9
"By THOMAS DIXON, JR.
From His Two Famous Novels, "THE ClaINSMAN" arid
"THE LEOPARD'S spoTs."'
A Thrilling Story of the KICLUX KLAN,
Stupendous Dramatic Spectacle
Special Metropolitan Cast-5o Peopls-A Small Army of Supernumeries
-Betentife/ Scehic Effects and Several Horses.
•
PRICES: ENTIRE ORCHESTRA al.50FIRST FIVE ROWS BALCONY $1.00BALANCE OF BALCONY  
 750ENTIRE GALLERY 
 
 • • r • see
Free List Entirely Suspended
SEATS ON SALE THURSDAY g A. M /
DIRECTION SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT COMPANY
GEORGE H. BRENNAN, Manager.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONT 548
Saturday Matinee and Night, Jan. 13, 1906.
By Special Arrangements with
The Augustin Daly Estate
MK. JOHN C. FISHER
Presents England and America's best and most popular
—COMIC OPERA SUCCESS—
T
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION
24---Musical Numbers---24
Everything New But the Name
who is locate, there., ,She goes out Direct from its Fourth Engagement at Daly's Theatre, New York,for several month's*. -. r WITH AN1 Mr. J. Andy Bauer left for Los
Angeles. Cal., last night. 
EXCELLENT CAST OF BROADWAY FAVORITES AND LARGE
SINGING CHORUS OF so PEOPLE.Mr. and Mkt. IB. 110„Scott and Mr. GORGEOUSLY GOWNED, MAGNIFICENTLY PRESENTED,Andy Bauer's two danghters, leave
With New Scenery and Brilliant Electric Effects.this evening for Los Angeles, Cal.
Seats on Friday at g a. m. PRICES: Matinee Si 00.Mr. John Ellison, the former Padu-
PRICES SiIcahan who is immigration 'agent for
Yesterday Dr. Pitcher and the bal-13 big Western road, came in last eve-
ning from a trip to Panama. •ance of the commitee. finished draw-
ing up the protest they . w:11 forward
to the state legislature, -)pposing the
proposed amendment to the second
class city Charter, compelling the
trhool:authorities to furnish monthly
reports to the municipai legislative
boards ,showing the amount of mone-
tary receipts an& expenditures by the
schools for the respective periods. Dr.
Pitcher will today forward the pro-
test to Representative Louis P. Head
fronri this city and urge that he op-
pose the proposed amendment which
is spite,work from Lexington.
e0111titittee List. •
President Harry F. Williamson of
the school board, yesterday finished
making out his list of standing COM-
mittees for this yeat, which are as
.follows, thg littst ,nsme behind each
cotnnutt`fe ••rittprising The Chairman:
Finance-A. List, Wim. Karnes, Dr.
J. S. Troutman.
Supplies-W. H. Pitcher, Henry
GallmanoPt-J, Bechenbach. ,
Exawinations and Course of Study
--Troutman. U. S., Walston, List.
Printitfi-Gallman,.W. T. Byrd, H.
C, Illorrisr. •
•
Building-Wm. Karnes, L. J. Fet-
ter. R. T. Davis.
Schools-Walston. Petter, Karnes.
Library, :lid Laboratory-Bechen-
inch, Davis, Gallman.
Grievance - Morris. Troutman,
Miston.
Rules and Revisions-Pctter, Pitch-
er, .Morris.,
BUSINESS DEAL
Abram'L. W • 0. Buy Out Mr.
Ashb ness.
sale
night, 75. 25
75, 50, 25
THE RIVERS
There: yesterday got away for thc
Tennessee river the steamer Clyde.
It comes back again next Monday
night. Harrison. Return to- 506 North
The steamer Kentucky will arrive Fourth street and be rewarded.
tonight late out of the Tennessee
river. She lays until 5 o'clock. Satur-
To the Public: I desire day afternoon before skipping away
the public, my friends and patrons, on her return to that,- stream.
that I have disposed of my insurance There leaves for Cairo at 8 o'clock
business and good will to the well this morning the Dick Fowler. She
comes back tonight about it.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
continuance of your patronage. In yesterday and comes back again to-
retiring from the business, which I rncifrc:rty•
have conducted in this city for the Today's packet for Evansville is tins
pest 31 years, it is but fitting that I John S. Hopkins. She comestin from
should publicly acianowledge my in_ there, leaves as quick as she can load
dcbtedness and appreciation of the and unload, and then comes back
many favors and courtesies extended again Saturday.
me, and I take this means of express- I The fiuttorff got away yesterday
leg my thanks and gratitude, with a Ide Nashville, front :whence she will
wish for continued prosperity and return next Sunday.
happiness for all. The Rees Lee got to Memphis ye,-
R. EDWARD ASH-BROOK. terday and leaves there today cn
POPULAR WANTS
to inform
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & co., and ask for them a
: route back to Cincinnati. She gets
We desire'to inform all US having here Sunday. .
r -sbought the business of Mr. Ashbrook The Peters Lee left Cincinnati y
and hope for a continuance of the lib- rdteay and gets here• Sunday bound
ca-al patronage accorded him, guaran- for Memphis. 0. -
teeing all satisfaction and apprecia-
tiOn.
. ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
1:olu1darjes --Davis, Byrd, Bechen- SOAP ,FOR EVERYBODY.back
Sanitation-- Byrd. List Pitcher The Prices of Toilet Soaps, From the
LEVI412-WORKERS Factory, at Prices Cut All to
Pieces.
Yearly Contracts With Houses Ex- I
oired Here Tuesday. I-011 be in the city for two days
Isrith a large shipment of fine Toilet
Last evening th&-leatherworkers ''Soaps that were left on hand when
union nf this city held a meeting at the Beaumont Soap CO. quit bust-
the ,Cehtral Labor ball ' on 'North ties at Mayfield, and will sell them
Fourth street. and during the session to you aryonr own price. A finer
they selected- committees to see about quality of Toilet Soaps was never
renewing their scale- of -wages with pyt upf,t1 the market before. yet these
the 1,eatherworking establishments Soaps must go, and go at once.
here .usiiik- nrgrinized labor. No such opportunity was ever of-
The yearly contracts between. union Ferrel the people of this town before
and firms, expired Tuesday, and new 'to get fine ,toilet -soaps at 'such prices.
este, will 'be entered into. It is not For the next two days I can be
thought any changes will be made in found with these Soaps at the Mar-
the price of labor for this branch. ket 'house, jatmary 12th and 13th.
I will only be here two days. Call
Frank NM ,a/leged slayer of Jack at once. Z. T. LONG.
.Bolin, a Middlesboro, Ky., barber,'
and who bas,been a fugitive-since the 1 Mrs E. L. Whitesides, oestopath,
killing, surrendered to the authorities fiogs,/, Broadway: Phones, Old tot,
and is in Pineville jail. lit claims New, 76x.
that 'he will be able to prove an ' 
-41 
Subscribe for the : • N't)t" 11 '23c ‘t rt toe. $61?4, on t 2t hAs-4‘ 
S2tp! Soaptl! Soap!!!
...Delivered to "Me" ldir'cii to cents opti.1,3t . fpechil sate.a "fife' market
a week.
I
Stages Yesterday.
Chattanooga-8.1. falling.
Ciilcinati-48.8. falling.
Evansville-24.8.
Florence-g.o, falling.
Johnsonville-15.1. rising.
Louisville-ç.9, rising •
Mt. Carmel-ixo falling.
Nashville-15.o, falling.
!Pittsburg-4.2, falling.
Davis Island Dam-6.3, falling.
St. Louis-t1.5. 'falling.
Mt. Vernon-24.8, falling.
•Paditcah-25 6, 'Rising.
CASE REVERSED.
Appellate Court Took That Action in
Paducah Damage Suit.
The appellate court yesterday at
Frankfort reversed the local circuit
court in the suit of Frank Slaughter
against the N., C. & St. L. railroad.
Slaughter Was learning to brake
upon the road, and one day down in
:Tennessee had stepped off the train
for a moment. When it started up
he tried to leap aboard the moving
caboose and was, thrown under the
Wheels and his lig run over in suet's
a manner jhat amputation was treces!
sary.
He is now a telegraph operator foe
ithe C.siss house.
0-
• •
LOST-Gold necklace and locket
with L. E. L. engraved on same.
Lost on Fourth between Monroe and
•
WANTED-Furnished room, cen-
trally lochated, modern conveniences.
Address X. Y. Z., lock box D.
WANTED-Two boys with wheels.
Hasilers only need apply. American
District Telegraph Co., aog Broad
way.
WANTED-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good dharacter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
'Paducah, Transfer CogAiparirr
(furor porased)
General Cartage Busine:-;s,
Superior Facilities for it flte-
Handling Freight, Machinery. 2q0 acid Alm.roe
And Household Goods. % Bath 'Phon..• is
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residttnce Phone 726
For Vaults, Mbiniments mull 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS II S WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
6 •
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, t6og TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, ICY.
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THEY SAVE GAS
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHO
ROOMS
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed
 
allannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones 301. 132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, Proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Ever7thing seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noosiday lunch for as
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN 0. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg,
FOR RENT-Sur-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. &po at Re-
ister office. ITHE GLOBE BANK & TRUST. COly g
FOR RENT--"The Inn" property;
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT-Five-robin" cottage,
modern' improvements,....-bath, eta:eerie
at 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Dr. I'. 11.. Stewart.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring, pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
novr at out store. Come in
and hear them Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records • I
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
.' • ,
6
Of Padunith, Kenbucligy,
Capita:AI Etna Surplus $455,000l
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular kairking business.. Solicits your deposits.,
per cent per annum on time certifscate of deposits.. Safety bases
proof vault for rent at $3 to Iso per Year as to size. You carry your owa
key and no one but yourself has access.
Purl 4
infix.
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J, E. COULSON,
Steam and hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway. t
Subscribe For The Register /
•
4
